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ABSTRACT 

This report contains six papers presented by , the Lincoln Laboratory Air Traffic Control 
Systems Group at the American Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics (AIAA) Guidance, 
Navigation and Control (GNC) conference on 6-9 August 2001 in Montreal, Canada. The work 
reported was sponsored by the NASA Advanced Air Transportation Technologies (AATF) 
program and the FAA Free Flight Phase 1 (FFPI) program. The papers are based on studies 
completed at Lincoln Laboratory in collaboration with staff at NASA Ames Research Center. 

These papers were presented in the Air Traffic Automation Session of the conference and 
fall into three major areas: Traffic Analysis & Benefits Studies, Weather/Automation Integration 
and Surface Surveillance. In the first area, a paper by Andrews & Robinson presents an analysis 
of the efficiency of runway operations at DallasfFt. Worth using a tool called PARO, and a paper 
by Welch, Andrews & Robinson presents delay benefit results for the Final Approach Spacing 
Tool (FAST). In the second area, a paper by Campbell, el al describes a new weather 
distribution system for the Center/TRACON Automation System (CTAS) that allows ingestion 
of multiple weather sources, and a paper by Vandevenne, Lloyd & Hogaboom describes the use 
of the NOAA Eta model as a backup wind data source for ClAS. Also in this area, a paper by 
Murphy & Campbell presents initial steps towards integrating weather impacted routes into 
FAST. In the third area,a paper by Welch, Bussolari and Atkins presents an initial operational 
concept for using surface surveillance to reduce taxi delays. 
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RADAR-BASED ANALYSIS OF THE EFFICIENCY OF RUNWAY USE 

John W. Andrews 
MIT Lincoln Laboratory

244 Wood Street
Lexington. MA 02420.9108 

The air transportation system faces a challenge in 
accommodating growing air uafllc despite an inability 
to build new runways at most major airports. One 
approach to alleviating congestion is to find ways of 
using each available runway to the maximum extent 
possible without violating safety standards. Some 
decision support tools, such as the Final Approach 
Spacing Tool (FAST) that is a part of the Center 
TRACON Automation System (CrAS), are specifically 
targeted toward achieving.greatcr runway throughput 
by reducing the average landing time interval (LTI) 
between arrivals at a given runway. In order to 
understand the potential benefits of such Innovations, 
techniques for detecting spacing inefficiencies and 
estimating potential -throughput Improvements are 
needed. This paper demonstrates techniques for 
analyzing radar data from actual airport operations and 
using it to validate, calibrate, and extend analyzes of the 
FAST benefits mechanisms. The emphasis is upon 
robust statistical measures that can be produced through 
automated analysis of radar data, thus enabling large 
amounts of data to be analyzed. 

A number of analytic and simulation studies have 
attempted to assess the potential benefits resulting from 
depluyment of the Final Approach Spacing Tool 
(FAST) that is a part of the Center TRACON 
Automation System (CTAS). ' One of the primary 
sources of FAST benefits Is the Increased precision of 
control, which is presumed to reduce the average 
landing time intervals (Ills) at each runway. In 
general, it is assumed that achieved separations contain 
some amount of excess spacing (not required by 
separation standards) and that by allowing more precise 
control, this excess is reduced In a uniform way for all 
arrivals to which FAST advisories are applied. By 
saving a few seconds of runway time for each arriving 
pair, this mechanism provides an increase in runway 

ltgj work wu pcffoined for the Narional AccrAtOct and Spscc 
Adminianaxion under Air Force Cornnci No. F1962800-C.0002. 

tCopyrlght 02001 by M.I.T. Published by the American lnsiitute of 
Aceonailucs and Asnon*aatics. Inc., with pamasion.

John E. Robinson III 
NASA Ames Research Center 

Moffert Field, CA 94035.I000 

capacity. The delay savings that accrue over an 
extended period of operation are found by Integrating 
the delay reductions achieved over a variety of traffic 
and weather conditions. 

In this paper, data from actual airport operations is 
analyzed and applied to the problem of validating. 
calibrating, and extending the model for the key FAST 
benefltsmechanlsrn - landing time interval reduction. 
The analysis of actual operations drii Is also helpful in 
prioritizing research activities to focus upon areas 
where the greatest opportunity lies. This work extends 
the capabilities used in earlier data analysis conducted 
by Boswell and Ballin and Erzberger. E The emphasis 
is upon robust statistical measures that can be produced 
through automated analysis routines, thus enabling 
large amounts of data to be analyzed. 

All major airports acquire and archive radar data on 
traffic in the terminal area using the Automated Radar 
Terminal System (ARTS). When combined with basic 
flight plan Information and knowledge of the runway 
layout, this data provides Insight Into the flow rates into 
the terminal abtd the manner in which particular 
runways were being utilized. A software package 
called Package for Analysis of Runway Operations 
(PARO) was written to automatically process such data 
and produce analyses relevant to the efficiency of 
operations. PARO is written in the C++ programming 
language. Data analyses presented in this paper will 
focus primarily upon analysis of four DFW data sets 
that were available during the software development 
period. These data suts were used to develop the 
analysis techniques and give some preliminary insight 
Into AFAST benefits questions. Analysis of additional 
sets of data are being analyzed currently. 

PARO processing takes place in three phases 
designated GO. 01 and 02. Phase GO involves the 
reading of raw data files, correcting certain errors and 
anomalies, and producing new radar data files. In the 
original data files, tracks appear in order of the time of 
the first radar report In the track. Phase 01 involves 
reading the GO radar data files, correcting and
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validating the input data, estimating velocities, and 
conducting certain analyses that require complete track 
data. Phase G2 involves reading and processing the' 
summary data files produced from Gi processing. 
Among the variables that may be analyzed are the path 
length flown, the time of crossing the outer marker, the 
Interairival Interval relative to the preceding arrival, etc. 
By operating only upon the summary files. G2 analyses 
can run more rapidly without having to process the 
more voluminous track data. 

The ability to properly assign each observed operation 
to a particular runway Is essential for reliable analysis 
of multi-runway operations. If rada r data were 
complete and of sufficient accuracy, such assignment 
might require a simple comparison of the surface 
intercept projection of tracks with the known runway 
locations. However, several imperfections In the radar 
data (particularly altitude coverage limitations) lead to 
the need for a somewhat more sophisticated approach to 
runway assignment. 

A Bayesian approach to runway assignment has been 
developed as part of PARO. Under the Bayesian 
approach, the runway assignment is viewed both as a 
parameter that determines the likelihood of any given 
set of radar observations and as a random variable that 
has its own probability distribution. The Bayesian 
approach allows an optimum utilization of all available 
information about how runways are being used and 
what was observed with radar. The result is a runway 
assignment algorithm that is more accurate than any

algorithm based solely upon radar data for a single 
track. 

The completeness of the data is of great concern when 
evaluating the efficiency of airport operationa. Missing 
tracks create gaps In the arrival stream that can be 
mistakenly attributed to system Inefficiencies. As a 
general rule, data should be approximately 99% 
complete to perform all the PARO analyses of Interest. 
(That is, not more than I aircraft In 100 should be 
missing from the set of radar tracks). The DFW data is 
judged to be adequate in this respect 

In this section we will discuss some general attributes 
of the traffic flow that are relevant to the analysis of 
interarrival spacing. Figure 1 shows the runway layout 
at DFW. There are seven runways and thus 14 possible 
landing directions. When traffic is flowing to the north, 
the airport is said to be in a "north flow. When traffic 
is flowing to the south, the airport Is said to be In a 
"south flow". 

Figure 2 shows a selection of tracks plotted during a 
period when the airport was in a north flow. It is 
difficult to determine exactly how efficiently the 
runways were being used by casual inspection of the 
actual tracks. However, the plots and analyses that will 
now be described are designed to provide insight into 
this question. 
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Figure 1. Runway layout at Dallas/Ft. Worth International Airport 
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Any analysis of actual runway operations must 
recognize that at some times the traffic flow will be less 
than the runway capacity and that gaps will occur 
between aircraft that are not due to any inefficiency In 
the spacing process. A statistical model that takes this 
Into account helps avoid confusing these gaps with 
excess spacing inserted by the final spacing process. 
Vandevenne ' developed such a : model for the 
distribution of observed interarrival separations. PARO 
employs the Vandevenne model to provide a more 
robust analysis of final spacing performance. This 
section describes that model. 

The Vandevenne model is motivated as follows: Let us 
assume that controllers attempt to achieve an 
interanival time separation D that represents the closest 
comfortable target spacing for specified separation 
standards and operational conditions. The actual time 
separation achieved. S. will differ from D for two 
reasons. First, there is imprecision in spacing. Second, 
there may be gaps in the arrival stream that are too 
large to be closed by the level of control available. The 
Vandevenne model assumes that the errors and gaps are 
additive so that

S=D+e+g	 (1) 

where a is the imprecision error and g is the time gap 
that cannot be closed. The model assumes that a is 
normally distributed according to NCO, &).

Vandevenne noted that if the arrival stream is random 
at a given average arrival rate )., the time gaps between 
arrivals prior to application of any control actions will 
have a Poisson distribution such that 

f(x)=eXP(31x). xO	 (2) 

It should be noted that although dine separations in a 
single arrival stream will not be random because of in-
trail separation standards, the merging of multiple 
Independent streams results in an initial set of 
Interarrival times that is approximately Poisson. 
Vandeveane assumed that all Interarrival spacings will 
include a time gap component, and that this time gap 
will have a Poisson distribution. The components of S 
are summarized in Table 2. 

Vandevenne showed that the resulting probability 
density function for S Is 

fa(y) -4__D_f .)] F(5_°) (3) 

where Fm is the standard normal distribution. 

In many analyses of actual data, the value of X changes 
during the period of observation. This violates the 
assumptions in th Vandevenne model. For that reason, 
X should not be viewed as providing a good indication 
of the actual arrival flow rate in the dara. I'is better to 
view it as merely a parameter of the distribution that Is 
used to correct for the existence of time gaps in the 
interarrival time observations. 

Table 2 The Vandevenne Model 

Variable Definition Distribution 
D Time separation that Fixed for a given aircraft pair 

controller attempts to 
achieve.  

a Error in achieving targeted normal, zero mean 
time separation i	 I2 

f(x) -	 ,—exp -- 
2& 

g Time gaps in arrival stream Poisson 
that cannot be closed by f (x)	 -	 %exp(–%X) $ control in terminal area.

7 
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In many cases, the major determinant of D0 Is the in-
trail wake vortex separation standard. This standard 
depends upon the aircraft weight class combination for 
a pair of successive arrivals. In translating the distance 
standard to an equivalent time standard, we must also 
consider the speed profiles of the aircraft on final 
approach. 

To provide a more relevant comparison of aircraft with 
different weight classes and speeds, we will usually 
subtract the computed separation standard from the 
observed separation to yield the excess separation S 
defined as S = S - D0. 

When the value of S Is negative it means that the 
actual separation achieved was less than that indicated 
by the applicable radar separation standard. This does 
not necessarily mean that any standards were violated 
since under visual meteorological conditions the radar 
separation standards do not have to be applied to 
aircraft that have their traffic in sight 

The advantage of using S is that it allows combining 
pair separations values for all aircraft types under the 
assumption that the applicable values of a and I. are 
independent of an aircraft's weight class and final 
approach speed. This assumption appears justified by 
data analysis completed to date for Dallas/Ft. Worth, 
but should be verified again when different airports are 
analyzed. 

Given a set of interarrival time separations, how do we 
go about finding the model parameters for fitting the 
Vandevenne model to the data? Vandevenne suggested 
using a maximum likelihood estimation technique. 
Suppose that we observe N arrival pairs. Let the iO pair 
have separation y1. Then the log likelihood function is 

L=	 1n[f(y1)]	 (5) 

where f) is the probability density function for the 
separation. The maximum likelihood set of parameters 
is the set that maximizes this function. Vandevenne 
found the maximum likelihood values by generating 
contours of likelihood and using search techniques on 
these contours. While this method is theoretically 
sound. the estimation of the likelihood function for each 
point on a contour involves N separate evaluations of 
the density function 1',. If large databases containing 
tens of thousands of arrivals are to be analyzed, the

computational load could be a hindrance to the analysis. 
For this reason, an alternative technique was developed 
that computes an approximate likelihood value directly 
from the histogram. For this technique, the N data 
points we compiled into a histogram with H bins. The 
likelihood factor is calculated for a separation at the 
midpoint of the histogram bin. The same factor Is then 
assumed to apply to each point in the bin. For example, 
let the count of separations falling into bin I be nj. Let 
the mid-point of the separation interval for bin i be Yi. 
Then the approximate likelihood function can be 
written

L	 n1ln[f,(y1)]	 (6) 

With this approach, the number of times the f, function 
must be computed is equal to the number of histogram 
bins instead of the number of points within those bins. 
This greatly expedites the search for the maximum 
likelihood values. Inspection c.severaI cases indicates 
that as long as the histogram bin width is less than 
approximately one-half a, the maximum likelihood 
parameters derived in this way are almost 
indistinguishable from those derived by using all N 
original data points. 

What is the accuracy with which PARO is able to 
estimate the three parameters of the Vandevenne 
distribution? Clearly, the accuracy will depend on the 
number of points that are available for forming the 
estimate, it will also depend upon the bin size used in 
the histogram. Table 3 presents simulation results for a 
case in which the true parameter values are D = 72.0 
seconds, o 18.0 seconds, and X 9OIHR. For each 
entry, Monte Carlo simulation was used to generate 100 
histograms, each with a bin size of 10 seconds. The 
standard deviations of the parameter estimation error 
decreases roughly as the inverse of the square root of 
the number of points used to construct the histogram - 
an expected result. For a, a standard deviation of error 
that is less than 10 percent of the true value is achieved 
with 400 data points. 

Analysis of LTh from DFW 

The Lii distributions that exist In the four DFW data 
sets were analyzed by first generating LTI histograms 
for each set separately and then for the combined data. 
The maximum likelihood fit of the Vandevenne 
distribution to each histogram was computed. Figure 9 
depicts the histogram of excess LTIs for all four data 
sets combined. 
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Table 5 defines the 'W variables" that were used to 
describe the pair of aircraft generating a single Lii 
value. 

Table 6 provides the serial correlation coefficient p, for 
these variables when correlated against the full value of 
the LTI. Only large/large weight class pairs were used 
to avoid variations due to differing wake vortex

separation requirements. If the initial gap between 
arrivals was too large to be closed by typical control 
actions, the pair was excluded from this analysis. In this 
table, p is the probability that the observed correlation 
coefficient would be as far from zero as observed If the 
actual value were in fact zero. 

Table 5. Descriptive "Vi Variables" for an Arrival Pair 

Variable. W 
absolute L.Tl Absolute value of landing time interval (arc). 

APJ'ATTERN Approach pattern type of follower (100(straight-in, 2000=downwindfbase) 
AZ.YIRST Azimuth at which aircraft first appeared (degrees). 

LTLOM tnding time interval at outer marker (sec) 
LTlmin Minimum LTI permitted by separation standards (sec). 

pathlength Total path flown in terminal airspace by follower (meters) 
S Excess landing time interval at runway (sec) 

-.	 Lon...CL Time spent "on centerline" (CL) state before landing (sec) 
V2/VI Speed ratio (final) of follower to lead aircraft 

vel_op2 Final speed (at landing) of follower (Kr). 
vOM2 Velocity of follower at outer marker (Kr). 

WE!GHT_CLDIF Weight class code of lead minus that of follower, 
wtclassjead Weight class code of lead (l=light, 2--large, 3=B757, 4=heavy) 

YBASE y coordinate of base segment for follower (meters). 
yCL2 Centerline intercept coordinate of follower (meters) 

yCL2-yCL1 Difference in centerline intercept coordinate of follower and lead (meters). 

Table 6. Linear Correlation Analysis of Foil LTI: S vs. Variable W, Large/Large Weight Class Pain 

Variable, W n mean S Std. 
Deviation 

ox S

mean W Std. 
Deviation 

 of

p p signi-
ficance  

V2/Vl 1211 105.86 42.890 1.014 0.148 -0.149 1	 0.00000 
vOM2 1211 105.86 42.890 86.3 142 -0.120 0.00003 
vel_op2 1211 1 105.86 42.890 67.221 6.287 -0.082 0.00459 
AZ PIRST2 1211 105.86 42.890 299.6 455.8 -0.045 0.11802 
yCU-y(Ll 1211 105.86 42.890 2453 9371.4 0.011 0.70289 
A? PATrERN - 1211 105.86 42.890 1067.5 263.3 0.020 0.49171  
WEIGHT _CL_DIP 1211 105.86 42.90 0.015 0.768 0.050 0.08173 
wtclassl 1211 105.86 42.890 2.045 0.609 0.092 0.00143 
LTImin 1211 105.86 42.890 0.4 18.0 0.131 0.00001 
yçL2 1211 105.86 42.890 -17056.9 9231.8 0.136 0.00000 
pathlength2 1211 105.86 42.890 150929.8 23251.4 0.149 0.00000 
YBASE2 1043 107.42 44.733 -173253 54283 1	 0.1571 0.00000  
S 1211 105.86 42.890 29.0 43.6 0.905 0.00000 
Lii OM 1	 1211 105.86 42.890 105.9 1	 45.0 0.911 0.00000

Significance code: • significant at 0.10 level, •• at 0.05 level, ". at 0.01 level 
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The following observations apply to Table 6: 

Separation increases when the total path length 
flown increases (p a 0.147). This may reflect 
greater constraints and traffic interactions 
encountered by aircraft that fly longer paths. 11 
could also reflect the fact that having to maneuver 
within terminal airspace introduces imprecision 
Into the spacing. 

• There is high correlation (p = 0.880) between Li'! 
measured at the runway and Lii measured at outer 
marker. This suggests that If efficient spacing isn't 
achieved at the outer marker, then it is unlikely to 
improve much due to actions taken within the 
marker. 

Table 7 provides a correlation analysis for W variables 
correlated against the excess landing time interval, S. 
Here all weight classes can be combined. Note that 

• Excess separation Is negatively correlated (p 
-0.203) with weight class difference (Lead minus 
follower). This indicates that when the lead 
aircraft is heavier, the separation relative to wake 
separation standards Is less. 

• Excess separation increases when centerline 
intercept is closer to the runway (p=0.135 for 
yCL2). Excess separation decreases with more time 
spent on the centerline (p=.0.122 for L0nCL). 
The reason for this is not clear, but may have

something to do with the ability to tighten 
separation through speed control as compared to 
trying to achieve tight separation by a precise turn 
from a short but leg. 

• Excess separation Increases when pathlength 
Increases. (Sec earlier comment for Table 6). 

• There is negative correlation (p • -0254) with 
absolute Li'! allowed by separation standards. 
This suggests that there is a tendency to space 
closer than the standard for the larger standards, 
perhaps through use of VMC procedures. 

There is high correlation (p = 0.905) with excess Li'! 
measured at outer marker. Again, this indicates that 
actions taken after the outer marker have little Impact 
on the final time separations. 

Differences B4ween Runways 

An obvious question to ask is whether Li'! distributions 
are the same for all runways. Figure 11 provides 
histograms of LTIs for each runway at DFW using the 
combined data sets. The Li'1 distribution for each 
runway appears to be similar except possibly for 
runway 18L for which very few arrivals were observed. 

Table 7. LInear Correlation Analysis of Excess Li'!: S vs. Variable W, all aircraft pairs 

Variable, W n mean S SW. 
Deviation of 

S

meanW SW. 
Deviation 

 of

p p signi-
ficance 

V2NI 787 101.36 36.349 1.017 0.154 .0.138 0.00011 
vel_op2 787 101.36 36.349 67.672 6.245 -0.123 0.00056  
vOM2 787 101.36 36.349 86.7 13.6 -0.035 0.32483  
AZ FIRM 787 101.36 36.349 284.5 448.8 -0.025 0.48288  
yCL2-yCLI 787 10136 36.349 167.1 9450.6 0.035 0.32807  
AP PATTERN 787 101.36 36.349 1079.9 281.5 0.048 0.17857  
LTlmin 787 101.36 36.349 -02 17.6 0.116 0.00121  
yCL2 787 101.36 36.349 -16967.1 9141.7 0.144 0.00006 • 
pathlength2 787 101.36 36.349 152726.2 22616.6 0.147 0.00004 • 
YBASE2 688 102.98 37.131 -17549.5 5447.4 0.179 0.00000  
LTI_OM 787 101.36 36.349 10.7 37.9 0.880 0.00000  
So 787 101.36 35.349 31.8 35.2 0.955 0.00000
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Targeted separation (D) tends to be slightly less 
(by about 7 seconds or 0.3 rind) than the value that 
would be expected if radar separation standards 
were the sole determinant of target separation. This 
suggests that visual procedures near the runway 
may have allowed separations to be tightened 
enough to overcome the effects of any "safety 
buffers" that were applied during the earlier radar 
separation process. 

The occasional presence of larger LTIs during 
periods of saturated flow Is  further indication that 
Irregularities in the flow may be contributing to a 
loss of throughput in VMC. This phenomenon 
deserves further study since the ability of AFAST 
to reduce such irregularities provide capacity 
benefits under VMC conditions. 
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ASSESSUNG LLAY WN1.F1TS OF THE FINAL M'PROACK SPACING TOOL (FAS1)* 

Jarty D. Wo1h and John W. Andrew 

MIT Lincoftt labaraiory 
234 Wo1Str..'t 
14'1nptnt. MA e)22O..9108 

ABSTr4CT 

Air r*tTh: (lelay3 We cot)y. NASA it developing the 
Final Apptoa:h Spacn.g Tci (FASI) to help increase 
r.honghpt3t and rdure tho approach IxIrnroae.nt of 
arhornc delay. Andy.sie and 1eI4 triah have atsted 
thaI FASI cart help coetroilert; inctcace arrival 

pat on bnsy runways by several aircraft pet 
hour. 

1w'> wajcr aItnulaton studtas buc predicted that delay 
rcdu4ion fton auch. iluouhput increasen would nave 
aeverM hundred rnithctn dollars annually. The studies 
aho provided useh. data on operations at tnajor 
arc)rt. However, their çradtcttonu disagree on delay 
scovirgs for .so3x!c aupons and ornU other airports or 
n3torett. Iheix predicted delay sings tbr .snxie 
ai r- orts are higher titan actual reported delays for those 
alrpor-ts. Because of resource and time limitations 
neither akidy considered stotm diaruptions to arrival 
rouWa, and neither addressed downstream delay 
Propagation caaed by schedule disruption, l3oUi of 
these c .Tects change the dollar savircgj from FAST. 
Although detay propagation can only multiply delay 
iv, the efiect of a nl:orrn can be positive or 

twgatie. Route drujiens from utormu can 
teiorarily cvent FAST from operating. fiat storms 
can also leave largo queues that mngnii' the value of 
i.rmatat ceauchy ineroaso; from FAST when it 
returns to operation, 

in this paper we atannianize and compare the te 
hnnef models We present a einspk benefit 3nOdCl for 

dging the anctiracy of the two nmdeh; and lbr helping 
to utkii l,enetts etn'M)h airports. We examine 
,ased delay data m3blishcri alter the completion of 
the siudie that helps to validate the mode! results. We 
use this data to escnizte May Couplin g betwem 
a;rporLs and we use it with a pahlkired model tir delay 
rcogm ion to eti mate downetream delay 

rouhiplicariun
 

for X)a)hss Fort Wfltl) Airport. Finally, 
we e.:<n.ntine how ittMlns feet 4ay and hew they 
nin nu)dify the enm.ttted FAST tiara fits. 

9iu3 vent was eatbrmo4br th,. Na1tnta1 .et't)n,&quc3 and 

Ad g :'c'at'n undc A ir Fc;', C';nul N. f2€00.00002. 

4,211:q I by M Li PIttIttj by the ,tnwg tesn hvtiOtC of 
/ietunes irtd / !'oa.ees tt;t. w:!h sn;siiw'

John F. Rc'binson 141 
NASA Arna.s Rny'arc), C'nfe, 
M'iJftll Field, ('A 9405• ll'iOO 

NTh0DUC'F1O1 

The cost of alt traffic delay grows each year as delays 
and demand licreae and us fial costs increase. The 
Air Transport Association estimated that airborne 
delays cost US Mr carriers about $IIOOM in 1099. 

Figure 1. illustrate3 airborne del.uy during erteestad 
penioda at 1)FW on Monday 10 April 2000. The figure 
shows the arrival trite at 5-minuw intervals and the 
corresponding average riirbOrnC daiSy for arrivals in 
each 15-minute period. The arrival rate was determined 
from radar data, and the average airborne delay was 
obtained from the FAA's Consolidated Operations and 
Delay Analysis System (CODAS)? Six distinct arch-al 
ru.shes are vidcnt, nod associated with each rush is a 
transient buikl-tip of' queuing chi ay 

•rt i\ i: 
1

V. 

a	 '	 '.'	 (4 	 M	 iii 

	

k1(.tI	 UI 

Figure 1 Arrival Rate anti Airborne Delay at Dallas
oa 10 April 2000. 

As part of the Center.TItACON Automation System 
(Ci'AS), NASA is developing the Final A ppratl:t 
Spacing i'ixI (FAfiT) to help reduce thin kind of delay.' 
FASt. is intended to increase terminal throughput and 
reduce the approach component of airborne delay 
caused by queuing congestion Si the airport. It 
accomplishes this by providing planning advisoriea for 
cfiiiet runway balandzq. and arrival seuenciog, and 
by helping to increase the accuracy of float approach 
spacing. 

Analynes, shnulati : ,ns, and field trials istheate that 
FAST could help cntrilers increase arrival throughput 
ott a busy runway by sevetal airoraft per flour. Major 
independent studies by Seguti Technology. Inc. and 
logistics Management Institute (LMI) have estimated 
the potential dollar savings üorn sudi throughput 
iroprovennents at JO ntjor US uiruontn.4'"59 Both 
studies determined From initial analysis that I:AST has 
the pnter.tiai to der:rieise aucraft I erarnivai times by 
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aboat 15 itconds and thereby increase throughpi ti by 
about 4 arrivals per hour per runway. This is 
acooropitihati by helping COWT011ern reducv the 
variance oi inter-arrival timing. The two 6tudies 
astumt.d that thij more precise arrival timing allows 
controllers to rcdue inter-arrival .spacing without 
increasing the incidence of separation violation. They 
then analyt.d the extent to Which 'ueh a throughput 
ireaso would reduce appmach delay from congestion 
during arri*( mthes. 

The tudie aipIoye4 indpendnt danian4 and 
capacity estimates and used separate quoulng engines to 
cIcuat the reduction 'in queuing delay. Ilic modeling 
ptocess is {I1utrated in Figure 2. A qeaucing engine 
ecavene ti e .vzving airport capacity and demand to 
delay. Seagull Tecbnoloy used an F,Aprovided 
ditrete event simulation to convert capacity and 
demand profiles to delay. LMI Integrated the 
Ksxncgnrov queuing equations to detie delay piotika. 
They used independent, but similar, models of dirc4,t 
operating cost to aggregate and concert aircraft arrival 
dtny savings to dollars. 

um 1W.t,n r'AgT e* VD$ ht'Itfl$'(i ttm. i' .- 15 

PAS r
' 

.tpO1t P46U	
ui Oomd 0) 

......... 
30t:	 M 41fl,,,tStr,,. Ats iut 

................................. 

Figure 2. Comparison of the Seagull Tecbno;oy 
(S(.T) and Logistics Munagemetit Institute(LMl) 
l3cnelit Models. 

The models rutt capacity/demand scenarios for each 
airport wlth today's runway capacity, anti Lust; repeat 
each scenario with the increased capacity that would 
result from reduced inter. tirrival times achieved with 
the help of VAST. Seagull recnrtOk)fy modeled only 2 
capeetues for cacti airport, whereas the LMI capacity 
model WX0UHted 1at all major runway configuration., at 
each murpolt. The Seagull Technoioty demand model 
used it single demand prafiitn for each airport, whereat; 
the LM1 model used 6 demand profiles per mmirpott to 
account for seasonal differences cml differences 
hatween weekday and wuekenil semedulcs. 'i'he Seagull 
Technology study examined 35 airpoits. The L.MJ 
study anaiyrod fl., airports. 

I30t. amities adopted similar Iitnitt;iocs of scope. 'rhtny 
did not validate their prcd;cuon.s with actual deay

ntew;taernents for lJe airports studied. Their inodob 
li,cnsed on delay, In IMC and V MC and did not rellect 
the fact that FAST cannot predict. flight trajectories anti 
inua cease operai;ng when hazardous weather dicrupts 
atrie1 (Gates. It follows. that they also did not ouztt 
Cot the Inc mSidJaI tenet; that must be :er4ed when 
routes re-open after .stirnrn. 

The dollar savingi. WiLiMU10 of both wc'e kept 
Intentionally coneervatiyc by fbousing only cm direct 
operatu;e cost savings. f)uWns(ruam delay propagation 
costs, which can be largo for days with unusually 
adverse weather or high demand. were omitted for lack 
of a cost model applicable to all airports. 

The ten airporvs rnodnkd by LML were all iuch4cd in 
the reguJl Technology udy. The overall coat savings 
predicted tir the ten airports by Seagull T'óch&ogy 
wat $3 75 isVyear. LMJ eatima&d a say;n, of 
1319MJ'ear. The dollar tettirnaicS for some airports 
differ more significantly than do these overall numbers. 
Fire 3 compares the results for the 10 ttftpo.c'tc that 
were studied in common. 

	

....-	 .•. 

'-a 
a

................................................... .,.. 
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Figure 3. Comparison of Seagull Technology and 
14)gist¼s Management Inlitute Benefit Estiunites. 

Ideally, the poinu; For all of the airport_s would fall near 
the tine of unit slope included in the figure. 'The 
dlsngrc'emmt. is large For Chicago, and Atlanta. it is 
very large For LaGuardia and DalIasiFart Woith. Those 
dii1rence4. make it difficult to tietertrtina relative 
benefit rankings for the airports. 

	

ASIMPLE,Ji	 KhiLF 

To help resolve themo t115nret;ctc; we devefr,peml it 
simple eneiit model bat;ed (ax steady state queuing. 
These benefit analyses reduce ultimately to calculations 
of the change in average annual doly lou results front 
. given capacity increase at all runways. Although 

:teady stale qacucing theory does not allow csuct delay 
calculmn ions wheri capacity and demand vary with time, 
it doe;; ptitt'kiu insight into average annual delay trerah. 

If we assume that, on average, all airport runways arc 
loaded with the sannu ratio of diortarid no capacity, imud If 
the capacity of all runways is iricrirased identically, then 
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to tir.t rdcr, ady. tate qijLwAiA8 iclF us tbex the delay 
tcutica ar caeh airport wt he proportional to N21I&, 
where, N is the tratric count and R : the total number of 
iurtways a the airport. 

This pr kit,n was tested aixist Uie eaultt of both 
t:iudicc. Lure 4 h)W5thC. LMI annual sacn 
e3t!mae fr cacti of the It) ahrixfts plotted as a function 
or N1(. The ildta label For each airport includca in 
plees the nwabet o t' runways capable of handling 
ct!1erc1al flights at ihar aitport. 

The Uiivll horiellt atimberr follow the t'IR trend 
rnabiy wet). Also plotted is a liar least-squares 

to the savingi tot the 10 airports, which can he used 
to ,tiina savings tot other airportt based on their 

)d runway C0Ufltt. We estimated the 
savings 1r the MA Free Ptigh Phase-1 airx)rts that 
wcm mot inel;idcd in the LML .stut) (Philadelphia, 

harh,tt. Deaer, Mianil, MinneapoLis/St. Pau ll, and St. 
Low's). If the LMJ saving--s estIcuate For FAST at the 
10 stwly ptrt ate eorrc% the btrielit3 for the sx 
additionall airports range from 11M per year for 

to S 3.5114 pet year for MieI. 

F.	

f ti.iiyi
L#I.4 

'V 

tW) 
oi ./ • 

0

ce 

g •e 4.. [Ml JASi icailngi	 iniatcts vs. (/R). 

the mitdui kiiieaie that airlines using the tour 
lar I.e,a it rn,*i (LAX. AlL. DFW. and (1W) would 
save the moI from .IAET. If controllers using VAST 
'OUl(t IIR1Cd inemme tu Wt'y arrival threi)l)put by 4 
air!,-raft pxX lir at all )') airports, mttme oeres 

QtItt teGover an ertmniated 460M at ivaLty i direct 
ipvrahne W.M.

(QUA' D}J.,.41.A?jSJ. 

Wc uw exemine the ue ni recritiy availabte delay 
)35 to validate the trindt reolts. When the 

bei;efi.	 1jes lqxan. there
 

V.os no avail :pb)e delay 
it:triccotr;:erisur.te with the ineuing delay 

c)terei irt the m%viles. Fix it lmtber of years the 
ria tt.trsC d. tuv ttptirLs have been those base4 
nn FAA ':) psNl'l' data. whict.. C(,i.int3 tllghtt With 

4thI exCCaj j pg 15 iv inutes. in 197/ the 
1Ai hcear % 1 ;ite avajlriuk staust'ce on delays of a;!

magnitude* us part of the Consolidated Operations arid 
Delay Analysis Syaton (CODA-So.- 

COL)AS delay is gathered and acebiwd for more than 
IOU airpeTta i3fld provided on (ho iniernet fc w)thoriz.cd 
users. The CODAS databtiat includes daia) S from 
several phases of flight. Its "arrival" delay and 
"airborne' delay estimates appeal to he iwxt relevant to 
the estimation of EAST bitnefIta. l4oth types of delay 
are averdcd every tlfl*en mun&ts ad reported in unit.; 
of minutes per arrival. Itt deriving these averages, the 
CODAS prooeaaing elt,rlihms cOunt early arrivals as 
hiving zero delay nsther than negative delay. Figure 5 

ullutrates the itiffereneca betweeti these delay rnetrks. 

Consolidated Operations and Delay Aiaiysts System
(CODAS) 

ligorv Definition of CODA-.14Atrhurne and
ArrivAl delays. 

Airborne delay is	 i.urei r.eLaie Lv the 1IbL
duration predktecl at the time of departure. It ic the 

tual flight duration (wheel3p to whee!e..down) 
minus the pt lieted flight duration. Airborne delay 

not hotude departutt delays. The direct operaiint 
of aIthorne delay m be readily calcuiaicd. 

Althohgh some airborne delay can be caused by en 
route weathex and tr..iJIk flow probierns. normally one 
Of it.i largest compotient is timC tivrin ina l queuing doiay 
that'runway capacity improvemexita from are 
intended to reduce 

Arrive! delay ir meaored relative to schto3uled 'irrivtti 
time. it is the actui gate arrival time minus the final 
airLine C:nmputex l(esci ation System scheduled gale 
arrival lime for the flight. If the 1iiglr duratior. 

on teho.off h the samo ai the seleciukd liii1tht 
duration, the arrival delay k the sum oh' the departure 
delay, the aitborne delay, and the rai•in delay. Arriat 
delay i usua l ly larger than airborne delay. 

Amris'ai deluj is nut related to onerating Oost in a smnl0c. 
way. It includes the delay that resulte when the tiaft: 
flow rmIaoegemont process 'holdto aimraft on the grvued 
to minimize airborne delay. *01.! reducing irhorne 
delay by hoktirtg atcmaft on the grenod does not change 
tiitt fact that aitccatt land behmnJ ehedule. Theme 
schedule 443' can cenh in ch,ostrearr ripple xas 
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that are niore difficult to account for than the direct 
operating costs aasocia*ed with airborne delaya. Ax 
examination of ark1 delay can help dezarrnine the ndi 
berattk to be expected from an improvement in airport 

MODEL RESWTS M1) CODAS JAT 

Figure 6 contpare the 19971)45 average annual 
airborne delay at ten airports with the LMI model 
estitates for annual delay that: would have been saved 
in 1997 by VAST and ThIA at those airports. The 
.igure 3howe that the general trends for the 1..M1 savings 
estimates and the reported. del3yn are iisixilar. However, 
the LMI esitnates for thice of the airports would appear 
to be illogically huge in that the delay aavIrigs estimates 
front a small incremental improvement in runway 
capacity exceed the total reported airborne delay at 

EMP 

those aixpmi.
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e5 
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FASI Cua 5'I r3U'!w4 fI . Ai	 fr; 
Figure 6. CODAS airborne delay In 1997 vs. LM:l 

estimate of delay savings from FAST. 

The Seagull Technology study sihmved a sirniliu trent 
It estimated that five airports would expetiecce deie. 
reductiort frorn FAST that accecded their CODAS 
iirlyornt delays, with savings estimates for LAX, L(JA, 
and Oitt) exeetxting t011\S delays by ha Se factors. 

Systematic underestimation of airborne delay by 
CODAS can make delay savings Gstifluttee appear high 
for all aicpotts. Airborne delays are computed relative 
to operator estimates of flight time at takeoff. When 
aircraft operatort predict Iliglit durations based on mean 
historical flight times rather than the shortest feasible 
flight times. CODAS widemntirriawi, airborne delay. 

rlis discrepancy is x003t significant for Los Angv.ie. 
Both the Satt!i Technology and LMI studies predicted 
a tavinea of over 2.5 million rniauce.sfycar at LAX, 
whereas the reported airborne datoy at LAX was less 
than I million minutes per year. This Is likely cansad 
by traffic flow niuntiguniont procedures. When the air 
trafra., management system oce, ground holde and taxi. 
out dfays to regulate and meter the flow of aireraP to 
an tarpon. airborne delay it; lower than the dttay

ca icuiattrd fly queuing niødtl a!Lsurn ing random 
atrivals, end there isa net increase in arrival delay. 

cor.}As etItisties for LAX noni;islemly show a 
relatively high ratio of arrival delay relative to airborne 
delay. In 1997, the average arrival delay at LAX was 
5.9 limes larger than the average airborne delay. The 
average arrival/airborne delay ratio for the 30 busicit 
airports was 3.4, imad only two of those 30 airports 
(Phoenix  and Washington Dulles) had higher ratios 
than LAX. At the other c'ctreme, LCM and EWR, 
which he farthest above the line of unit slope in Figure 
6, had lower than average rutios 2.1 and 2.4 
respectively, 

It appears Unit airborne delay at LAX may be lets than 
at other niejor airports because the air traffic 
management t;yrtem is both motivated and able to 
regulate and meter on route flew to LAX with unusual 
consistency, LAX is unique among nsqor US airports 
in the complexity of its airspace and the unhirm}ty of 
its weather. Its dense traffic and constrained approach 
routes provide the rn.uthition for censistem metering to 
avoid the need for airborne, holding. Its freedom from 
MOMS makes it possible to meter with consistency. 
Smoothing of the en route arrival flew further reduces 
unpredieiabilhy ti-nm queuing contention at runways. 
Schedules for flights to LAX can absorb repeatable 
delays caused by metering cad thereby trade Lunger 
average flight tImes for increased schedule 
prodicmahHity. 

The high scl;eckde predictability at. LAX is evident in 
the CD1)AS statistics. Table I. wimnmnariaes arrival 
delay sta;istcs tin seven airports in 1977, 

Table 1. CODAS annual arrival delay
(minutes/arrtsal) for seven airports in 1991. 

Aft. 111)5 DYW EWR LAX. IAA lift. 

Mean	 1 14.5	 13."	 10.0	 t5'	 112	 10.0	 it.e 
.trJD	 I 50	 It 5i	 7e	 l?.t	 17	 12 

In 1 1,447 the standard deviation of CODAS arrival delay 
at LAX was only 1% of the mean. The percentages 
for DOS, (wW, EWR. and I..OA were respectively 
86%, 79%, 7%. and 72%. thercaskig schedule 
precliciabtity at LAX reduces airline ecnt by decreasing 
the tIroaua!i9n of schedule delays to downstream 
ainlxrls. ThIs aitews more etheicut use of crews. 
ground facilities, and aircraft. We discuss delay 
prapagation more folly below 

C')DAis delay statistics provide variable imigh.t into 
opamational differences among airports. •I'tmey are also 
useful for assirs:ting changes tn delay, eorreiatuig delay 
between airpotte, and studying the effects of weather on 
delay, os shown in the following sections. 
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Lr4C DTLAV 

FAST is intended to help improve airport capeefy. 
Trasiitionj from VMC in IMC cause mcuixtawle 
ctat;tkaI change ,% in airport capacity. Therefore. 
quantifying tht relationship between kcal 
mowor108ies1 U(IrUjitionr. and meuured dcIa (Le., 
ung 'he lrarvi;ition from tMC to VMC sa an analytical 
sarr)'Kwt for a capacity incnt1e) can çrovide baseline 
comparitams for capacity modr1ing tCtIUILS. 

The FAA'c CODAS delay database includes local 
c,ling, v'iihility, and wind a.4 well a& a meteorological 

ithxt bulkator that switches fxom PAC to VMC 
when visual approaches are allowed at each airport 
We ucd this databaie to eamIrte the dependence n( 
actual delay data on local meteorological condition at 
Ley aitport. 

C(:'t)A defines Visual Meteorological Condinons as 
the combinatior. o ceiling and visibility br which 
y t.a) approaches are allowed, 10 suppirt visual 
epproache the ceiling must be 50o ft above the 
tnnIIIIIm vectoring altitude, wlich is determined by 

rport elevation, terrain clearance, and other local 
faetots. Thus CODAS VMC corresponds to 
VituaI fhght Rules (VFR)". At Boston (BOS, visual 
app-aches are permitted when the ceiling exceeds 
2500l and the visibility eeceda 5mi. At Dallas Port 
Worth Airport (t)FW), visual approaches are permitted 
enh (or ceitinie above 3500I and visibility .reatcr 
than Smi. Lower ceiling and virihility coI;drtt)na are 

cuijered [MC. That is, CODAS 1MG rrespond to 
"h,w VFR" artd below. CXAWS weather data come in 

thet I5nthtuw' or hourly su,ritmes. Any hour with 
otto or more 15-minute intervals of [MC is 3*s.idered 
tc. be tin lM(	 In our unalytits, any day with one ox 
nr	 MC tt':nits between 6AM toy4 midnieht it
considered f(' be an 1MG day. 

Utig rJ tiiiiimta we find that at [)bW in calendar 
year 1997, 3% of the days had one or more MW hoats 
hezwvon 6 ant and midnight. In act the top 3 
sivr wete tt! [MG day and 38 of the top 40 delay 4s 

were 1MG 1Jmy. Fiiure 7 txmparrs CODAS airborne 
delay on 1MG arid VMC da;..s at Dr- W in 1997. 

Ori VNIC days. the mean wa. 1.9 minute-, oi deIy per 
ao'crutt. the st.andazd 'Yiaiior was ().3 minu:rs per 
atterttk and the delay on the worst VML' day avered 
$.z, m'i;uis of delay per aircraft. On 1MG days. the 

itertilard deylatjon, and peak delays were 2 to 3 
tinto la.rxrr than on VMC dayc. ihe COD\S a:rial 
delay at DFW in 1997 was ) to 4 iiIne laiget 'Fiici the 
airtxrnc dei:sy b. all st.uthaical measures, azml showed a 
simila r [actor of 21 increate in 1M7.

,'i(;. *a.a"rS 

............ 
a a ' a 

Aa'.gq dslay 9* *'Tw$t tQc lj5 nay 

Figun 7. Distribution of CODAS airborne delay on 
VMC and IMC days l)FW 1997. 

Figure 8 separates the 03DAS alrborne delay dana into 
1MG and VMC con ponexita for 7 important airport' 
(At' anta (AlL), DbW, LGA, 130S, Philadelphia (PIlL), 
Newark (MR), and LAX) with var'.ne orscratknaf 
characieristics.

- .................. ........................ 

w4ifa 

F'inre & CODAS airborne deja for seven airports

nu VMC and 1MC days .. . W. 

Reaulta similar to DFW WCZc tborid for all of these 
airports: on 1MG days the means. standard devatious. 
and peak delays were sign cctnI.' larger than thetr 
vableti on VMC days. The o[sCrvOtion that P,C}S arid 
DPW delays were equally aentitive to 1MG is 
somewhat unepeewd. The senriiwity ol' arrival 
luflWiv capacity to rneterotogic:.l eendkioos differs 
sign i!:antly batwetm these iwo airports. in some 
reconfiguration q tt.tlati;)ns. Boston's arrival runway 
capacity can drop by nearly l% in [MC, whetcaii the 
bgesl 11MG arrival runway capacity situp possible at 
LWW in 197? wa about 33%. 

Althosip,h. on a'.'entge, T.*W has ex cess cliptacity that is 
not etroxJy in znced by reduced ceiling and 
sisibiiity, VFW eperiencos hubbing peaks each day 
that temporarily approach the available VMC runway 
ealsauty. During theme ruehirs, a .s;nall decrease in 
Other en route or frcinna( capacity can enuse a large 
inrctssc in delay. In VMC the q!.senec that build up in 
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diese brief period* of excess demand arc quickly 
skated after the demand subsickj. Is takes iutger in 
cleat these queues in IMC. in 1997 before the new 
DFW runway became operational, arrival capacity 
could often be reduced by loss of a diagonal cunway, 
restilting in even larger queues during transient arrival 
rushes and longer residual recovery periods after the 
rushes iubsided. 

DELAY COKItEIATIQN 

The tendency, for airports to expercne larger delay 
mewa and variances on IMC days than on WC days 
$C.Jm3 K support the DOtifM3 of keel cauaaiity. That i, 
if we can increase LMC aixival ccacity at an airport, 
we should also reduce delays at that airport. However, 
when We oxmine the correllation between delays at 
airport pairc, we find evidence of systematk efliects 
correlating delays over the region for CODAS afrbetxie 
dstays as well as arrival delay3. This occuxs even on 
mixed days when one airport experietice3sotne IMC 
and the other experiunies 30lid V.MC. We also see that 

corruktion decreases 33 the geographical separation 
between airporta increases. 

Figure 9 shows the ootrelatien between CODAS arrIval 
delays at EWR and LciA for all days in 1997 for all 
tour combination.s of meteorological conditions. The 
4xirrc.lat iOn between CODAS arrival delays on the days 
n which IMC prevailed at both airports was 0.83. 
Correlation was equally strong on th ose few "mixed" 
days when it was IMU at one aicpoct and VMC at the 
other. The weakest ecirrelsuon was ft tho majority of 
days wttexi the weather was clear at both airports. Even 
on these days the zorrelatJOJA was signilicatit arid 
positive at 0.49. 
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Figure 9. EWR and [LA daily CODAS arrival
delay eor.relalinu 1097 all days. 

Stco;tg correlation between EWR and LQA delay; 
!ncght he expected tevrnsc their traffic is managed by a 
wnrnton i KM ON, the airports are Ume to each othet 
eograpbicalty, and they share norur,on arri val and

departure fixes". Be.au.sc of this physical prximity, 
weather onditin are alio correlated between the two 
aiipnrta in 1997 there were vniy 34 days — split 15/19. 
in whiob one airport experloncod some IMC and the 
other experienced solid VMC; there were Ul days 
when both mrperienc'd IMC; and there were 208 days 
when boOt experienced solid VMC. 

Strong correlation also occurs between CODAS arrival 
delay.; at other airport pairs since delays relative to 
schedeic are influenced by the connecthIy of the air 
transport network. NVN-it is tasrprising is that strong 
positive correlation also occurs between airborne delays 
at. some airport pike. 

Pigure tO showa the correlation between EWR and 
PIlL for c:orMs airborne delay. There was significant 
correlation even though thaw were not sehedute.reioted 
delays, the distance between the airports is greater, and 
the terminal air traffic is managed by ditThrent ihdllities. 
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Figure 10. EWR and PBL .. daily CODAS aIrborne

delay correlation 1997 alt dnyt.. 

Figure ii summurizes thn correlation coefficients 
betwucr. selected airport pairs for CODAS aitbotrea and 
arrival delays for all duyt in 1997. The correlation 
generally decreased as the dittance between th airport 
pairs increased.
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Figure 11. Correlation t:nellkknta for CODAS delay
for nine airport pairs 1997 aU days. 
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The annual airborne delay were not correlated for 
widely tepattcd arpors. Htiwcvez, the annual arrival 
delays ,.hnweii nnall positive correlation between all of 
that airport pairs becwiae of downttrearn schedule 
impacts on bigh May dayr.. For example, schedule. 
based arrial delays at IWW and 01(t) were pcisithely 
oorrelatecl, pro1 s2i 11. hccause both airports are major 
hth ftir American Airlines. 

DOWNSTREAM. l)ILAY 

Duwnstecain delay canted by schedule eonnectivity can 
muttiply the cast of hszge delay, eeertL%. Late arrivals 
propagate through airline 6chedules and result in 
additional downstream delays. This effect multiplies 
Me dollar benefits front reduioqia in initial delay. We 
estimated ihet magnitude of the down3trearn arrival 
delay at DFW in 1997 booed on a 198 analysis by 
Xieatty et al of downetrearo schedule dclay resulting 
from 5010 delayed depatmre from IWW . L That stuth 
showed that the number of minutes of downstream 
delay re,uhting frow each Initial delayed departure hi 
related to the magnitude and the departure time of tht 
initial delayed flight. The rtnohip was nxiiuled in 
the forut OM"1±S9)D. whore OM Is the delay 
inotIp(iev. Di) is The magnitude of the iniLial departure 
delay, and the dep rmretinie factor. S, was obtained by 
a linear least-squares lit to the delay data. S Is greatest 
when the initially delayed thg}e takes off early ITt the 
day. The fitted data in Ieatty's linol delay multiplier 
labia shows Ibta, to first >i<kr, S dset linearly, as 
the departure tune of the initial delayed flight creases 
tn,ni 6 to 22 hours, and thin S is independent of the 
niagititude of the initial departure delay. Figure 12 
plots S veraus the departu re omit of the initial delayed 
fli1rht for thrce values <1 initial delay. 
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ligatt 12. Departure-tIrne fatter S as a Function of 
the lime of ihe inili1 departurs delay. 

One can use toe delay ;ntiloptter nkl in obtain a 
r'ttwh estimate of dowestreant ik1a tii DFW in 1997 
ba,ed ''n (Y)OAS data. lecause the COt)AS database 

on delay for th.gkt y s to each airport and does not
proik statistics on depurtnrv delay frorn an air port,

one nivat uw the average daily CIiLiAS arrival delay 
mIt) DPW t approximate the avwage daily departure 
delay out of DFW. This approximation ignores the Lint 
level of MAY branching that occurs at DFW itlf It 
thus underestimates downstream delays resulting from 
large arrival delays and provides a lower bound on 
dowxisncam delay, 

Wt estimated the delay multiplier for each day by 
further assuming uniticm delay between 6 and 22 hoonc 
equal to the daily average for all arrival,. The hunrity 
of S then allows us to use the mean value of S over that 
peeled (which is 0.77/hour) to calculate downstream 
delay 

At MW in 1997 the daily CODAS arrival delay
averages ranged from a low of about 2 minutes per 
flight to a high of about 58 minutes pet flight. The
uniform delay approximation is obviously well justified 
ton days with very low average delay. The unifOrm
delay approxixnat.ion aim appears to be a reasonable 

for days with high overage delay, although
it can underestimate the downt,eam multiplier when a 
slioti period of v<ty high delay occurs early in a day. 
Hourly arrival delay's of 3 or 4 hours occurred
occasionally at DFW in 1997. ttowever, the hourly rate 
only exceeded 60 minutes a{x:ut one percent of the
lime. Most dav4 with average daily delays exceeding 
Mi minutes itwoie ephiodn's of relatively constant high 
hotttl delay distributed throtiz)out the day. 

The uniform delay approximation is reasonably well 

justifisd when calculating the anmml downstreism May 
eonislrii'utjor of more normal delay days. At F) F W in 
1997 the annual CO DAS arrival delay average was 
about 10 minutes per flight and the annual standard 
dvition waim about 8 minutes pet fligiti. Although 
cme-aigrrui days can experaowe btiefperiods of high 
May, the occurrence th'nvt of tttoee delays tend to he 
urAtforraly dustrihuu:l when cort.sidering the large 
number oisuch days in it you. 

These approximations applied to C)DN arrival delay 
provide a lower bound Oil the annual dwri.tteam delay 
inn ttipher of about 1.2. at .l>FW in I 97. The stacked 
column chart or figure 13 3hows tha iitilisl delay ar.d 
the lower bound on the downstream delay esbmates 
actimuheed thc all das in 1997. 

The cbatt llather breaks down delays for the 94 day, in 
199'? that experienced thunderstorms withtn Ri nautical 
niilct of DFW. The total cumulative CODAS arrival 
delay for flights into DFW itt 1977 was 1.43 million 
minutes on those thunderstorm iloys and 2.29 millirin 
minutes on the remaimong non . thutder.storni days. 
flecause etorrn days had )am'gem initial delas, they also 
had larger dawnvirm.-mr, delay, Thus, thu cffctivo delay 
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muhiplio7 was &bow 1.3 foT storm days compared to 
1.13 for non-aronn days. 

4 I .	 *Omtr,w 

;ç 'F

m )..	 :zn 'loys	 /4!	 r 
Figure 1.3. Initial and downstenrn arrival delay for

day, with and without storms at DYW in 1997. 

FAST is currently unable to predtc.t flight trajectories 
when utorms diarupt arrival routes. Tbua, 
thiatderstorms reduce the amount of time that FAST 
can he used. }tewever, such route disruptions we 
intrequert, and the benefit of extra runway capacity 
increases disproportionately when the stunn has pased 
and controltera must cleat out residual storm queues. 

To determine the t efTeci. of thuetst€,xm on FAST 
bandits it is nectusiary to quantify the relationship 
between ha atdt,u.; weather and delay. We exenurred 
humrdous weathei delays at DFW in 1997 and at I:WR 
in 1999." Weekly report 1os Pont the integrated 
Terminal Weather System (I FWS) at ttFW indicau , that 
there were 94 days that bad thunderstorms within 50 
nautIcal mites of RM.' ilte DFW rftAcoN logs 
bow that on about 50 aithcsc da..a the storms involved 

enough charupibo tu air traffic to cause dlay. At 
I3WR there were 36 days with thunderstorms within 
100 N,14 of the aizprt that caused major delays. 'These 
numbers are hoh.r than the number ol'dayu in which 
thunderstorms were officially reported at DFW and 
2WR. lower personnel report tbunder$terms at an 
airport when they detect lightning or thunder. On 
average that occurs 4:1 days a year at DFW and 26 days 
a year at 

Figure 14 is a plot of the CODAS airborne delay a 
DFW on the 50 wOrst delay days in 1997 sorted by 
delay magnitude. The 14 worst flays all had 
thtmderstorrn activity. Thirty-fair of the 40 worst 
aixbrn delay days were ihunder*aortn clays. I.argc 
airborne delays arc iitri)ngl y associated with 
thtnderstorm,. Yet, bccau:e there were many mote 
stormfree days in the yeai, the total annual delay on 

free diky:i was &xnu 42!'o ltatct. 

Fijp,te IS shnwt; the cumulative 1997 CODAS aIrborne 
delay separately for thunderstorm dny; and *!i other

at DFW sorted in order of deaeendrng airborne 
delay. We nwlnplied the aeae delay on emit day by 
that daya azrical count to obtain the emulative aircrft 
delay minutes, The cumutathe annual CODAS 
airixrne delay on tbundextonn dats was about 4150O0 
xnhiutc. The cumulative delay on non .etocm days was 
591,000 minu.ca. 

'ki"n'N 

Figure U. CODAS airborne delay on SO worst days 
DFW 1997. 

The direct operaiing cuSt to airlines at E*W in 1991 
cart be estimated by multiplying the airborne Delays by 
the S191minwe estimate obtained from the Seagull and 
1.Ml. benefit analyses. The rtoaalta total $11.2.4 for 
nonstornt days and $7.9M tr thundomstotm days. 
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ilgure itc Curn-alative CODAS airborne delay on
days with aed without storms— 01W 1fr97. 

a larger coat for non-storm 35y5 t,ccurxed partly 
hecao.'e there were more days and, to a iceasem extent, 
hccaase there ware more arrivals on those days. The 
cumulative minutes un1 dollars for lbundtTstorni days 
would be Larger if tie aakittatic;n inchrded nominal 
delay and dollar equivatants fix cacti cancelled flight. 
As sbo..yn above, a emlplete uni Cotmtin for 
downstream delay would also increase storm'-tekted 
costs relative to costs on nonuorm days because larger 
delays cause larger downstream ripple effe:;s 

ithindersturme and IMC were the mum contributors to 
Impe CODAS sirixrne delays at t)FW. But high winds 

alone were found to cause significant delay at FWR.tl 
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Aithougt' the predom inantly North-South orientation of 
th DEW runways makos it pt.'entiat1y s'ulnerabk to 
ro's*ind !YFW had only one day in 1997 that was

 free, of IMC and thunderstorm activity but that had 
CODAS atrborno delays j"ater than the average lbr an 
[MC day. On December 9, the delay builL up during 
fivt h*uts of 2o to25--kA crosswinds after )PM, but a 
lung period of delay in the morning when the winds 
were below 10 kt aleo contributed to the high daily 
delay. Unlike EWR in 1993, where winds alone caused 
numerous large delay event. DFW in 1997 did not 
e,cperienc sI&nitkant delay contributions from high 
wtnd& 

Dcla:.s can also be cousod by inefficient handling of 
arrtd traffic or by contention for air %ptce and 
runways in peak arrival periods. But, we tbund that 
days with high average delay at DFW have atatiulcaity 
iowcr daily arrwal counts. (This was seen at 1Wk aJo, 
where the average number of cance.liatmrts per 
thud itxirm oi IM.0 event wto aaqte than 26 flighta.) 
An airline tines not cami a fl ight because the demand 
it Will generate might cta&ie dciays. Airlines cancei 
llightt because they antic i pate .—or are already 
experming•costly disruptions from other causes. 
Atonh high peaL demand usually in eaes peak 
dalay, hich daily demand it negatively vorrelaled with 
high average daily dcisy at DFW. 

ligure 16 summaxios the etftmt ci weatbct on mibotne 
delay- at DPW in 1997. For this figure we initially 
divided the days into four at ories with and without 
thurkiorms and with and without periods ot' IMC. 
We tuutd that sotid VMC days with thtnderstortns had 
mnsn delays almosa as atn.iil a:, Vs1C days without 

iniideria(rsns, like ly kieeausv' the stonos were far frnn 
the auporr arid good visibility at the ailport helped cleat 
any quekies that occurred from flow disruptions.. 
Consequently it is not rccssary to distinguish between 
the two types of VMC days. and Piguro 16 summarizes 
CODAS airborne delay for only three weathur 

Ac shown in part ai, VMC days had the smallest 
erale CODAS, airborne delay ON minntes per 

u. ivat). Day:t with IMC and flu thunderstorms 
aged 2.9 minute', et delay per arrival. Days with 
thunderstorms plus IMC averaged 6.1 minutes of delay 
by aer arrial, more than double that of et rrifree 1MC 
day. 

Prot b shows the number ot' days at DFW in 197 that 
experienced ea..h weather category. 237 days wete 
ui'id VeIC. 79 days had one or snore hours of [MC but 
no thundetst ms act ivirv within NMI of the airport. 
Arel 39 days had one or more hours o f I MC plus 
that CtStOr :TtS wflhhi 5 0 NMI of t he airtxn.

Figure 146. CODAS tdthorne delay statistics for three 
weather conditions - DEW 1997. 

['art c gives the resulting eumu1ati'c annual delay for 
each of the three weather conditions. Because the many 
rnal1 V.MC delays occurred regularly during daily 

arrival rusher, they contributed 46% of the annual total. 
The 7 [MC days without thunderstorms coritributeti 
244 of the annual total. 'rho 49 days that had both 
shuoderstornts and periods of [MC contributed the 
remaining 341%, which was tho second largest 
ctln3u1ati?c annual delay. These 49 days also included 
S of the 6 ground held days for flights into DFW in 
1997. 

The predwuinarice of congestiongemsrated VMC delay 
would itnoly that the FAST denign does indeed ticus 
on the principal queuing problem However, analysis 
of radar data at DEW has shown that a significant 
fraction ol' aircraft currently land in VMC with kits than 
mil.t$nwxu radar separation.' VAST cannot reduce 
separations below radar separation .stanthtrdc. 'I'hus, in 
VMC periods, FAST Ixuast focus principally on 
planning, sequencing, and runway balancing to 
rcdueir.g large gaps in the arrival flow 

EAST will be nunt etTective In udin IMC periods when 
o car. locus no achicying minixotan separation 
standards while also reducing arrival gaps. 

.tormns can temporarily disrupt the operation ct FAST 
because its algorithms currently depend on the use of 
standard arrval routes. FAST Is thus not able to 
iacliieve any of its goals daring periods when storms 
finee aircraft to depart &orn standard routes. From 
analysis (if the IIWS data  k,p we estimnruc that storms 
may have blocked arrival routes for as much as 03c of 
the day on the 49 thunderstorm days in 1993 
Elitninatir these disrupted periods horn the mctdekd 
bererlits Fr DfW would reduce the dollar ssings fnn 
I5AS'l' by about 7 percent. 
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On the other hand, alter a thunderstorm has passed, it 
often leaves a residual queue of approaching aircraft 
capable of landing at a rate close to the maximum IMC 
capacity of the airport. These we the conditions for 
which small incremental increases in capacity from 
FAST can produce very large reductions in delay. 
Consider for example, a situation in which the storm 
has left scattered aircraft that now approach from ninny 
directions at random intervals, but with an average rate 
that is 95% of the arrival capacity of the airport Steady 
state queuing theory indicates that delay accumulates at 
a rate of 18 hours of delay per hour. But increasing the 
capacity of the airport by 5% will reduce the rate of 
delay accumulation by more than a factor of 2. The 
effectiveness of FAST is magnified significantly. As a 
result, the small incremental delay caused by its 
absence during the storm may often be offset by the 
delay saved with its aid after the storm. 

Two prior FAST benefit models differ in their details 
and their dollar benefits for some individual airports, 
but predict comparable overall dollar savings. LMI 
modeled demand, capacity, and queuing delay more 
accurately, but generated FAST benefit estimates for 
only 10 airports. A simple steady-state model validates 
the LMI ranking results and makes it possible to extend 
the LMI dollar savings estimates to other airports. 
FAST benefits will accrue in all weather conditions. 
However, because en route and terminal airspace 
congestion causes queuing delay every day during 
arrival rushes. VMC days will contribute most of the 
annual delay benefit. 

Benefit analyses based on the use of tighter inter-arrival 
spacing to reduce queuing delay tend to overestimate 
FAST delay benefits in VMC when FAST can only cut 
delay cost by reducing large gaps. Benefit analyses 
also tend to overestimate PAST delay benefits during 
those periods when normal arrival routes are totally 
disrupted by storms. 

On the other side of the benefit ledger, the models 
underestimate delay benefits by ignoring reductions in 
downstream delay and ignoring periods following 
storms when large queues must be cleared. We 
conclude that these errors roughly balance each other so 
that the LMI annual savings estimates are reasonable, 
provided FAST can indeed reduce inter-arrival time by 
IS seconds at all runways. This spacing reduction, 
which is equivalent to a capacity increase of 3 to 4 
aircraft per hour, remains to be validated by analysis of 
radar data from operational tests.
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THE DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW CENTER!FRACON AUTOMATION SYSTEM 
(crAs) WEATHER DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM' 

Steven D. Campbell, Richard A. Rogaboom, Richard T. Lloyd, James R. Murphy and Herman F. Vandevenne 

M.I.T. Lincoln Laboratory
244 Wood Street 

Lexington, MA 02420-9108 

ABSTRACT 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA), working with the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA), is developing a suite of decision 
support tools, called the Ceincr/TRACON Automation 
System (CTAS). CTAS tools such as the Traffic 
Management Advisor (TMA) and Final Approach 
Spacing Tool (FAST) are designed to increase the 
efficiency of the air traffic flow into and through 
Terminal airspace. A core capability of CTAS is the 
Trajectory Synthesis (IS) software for accurately 
predicting an aircraft's trajectory. In order to compute 
these trajectories, IS needs an efficient access 
mechanism for obtaining the most up-to-date and 
accurate winds. 

The current CTAS weather access mechanism suffers 
from several major drawbacks.' First, the mechanism 
can only handle a winds at a single resolution (presently 
40-90 Ian). This prevents CTAS from taking advantage 
of high resolution wind from sources such as the 
Integrated Terminal Weather System (ITWS). Second, 
the present weather access mechanism is memory 
intensive and does not extend well to higher grid 
resolutions. This potentially limits CTAS in taking 
advantage of improvements in wind resolution from 
souros such as the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC). Third, 
the present method is processing intensive and limits 
the ability of CTAS to handle higher traffic loads. This 
potentially could impact the ability of new tools such as 
Direct-To and Multi-Center TMA (McTMA) to deal 
with increased traffic loads associated with adjacent 
Centers. 

In response to these challenges, M.I.T. Lincoln 
Laboratory has developed a new CTAS weather 
distribution (WxDist) system. There are two key 
elements to the new approach. First, the single wind 
grid is replaced with a set of nested grids for the 
TRACON, Center and Adjacent Center airspaces. Each

and the grids are updated independently of each other. 
The second key element is replacement of the present 
interpolation scheme with a nearest-neighbor value 
approach. Previous studies have shown that this 
nearest-neighbor method does not degrade trajectory 
accuracy for the grid sizes under consideration' 

The new software design replaces the current 
implementation, known as the Weather Data Processing 
Daemon (WDPD), with a new approach. The Weather 
Server (WxServer) sends the weather grids to a 
Weather Client (WxClient) residing on each CTAS 
workstation running l's or PGUI (Planview Grihical 
User Interface) processes. The present point-to-point 
weather file distribution is replaced in the new scheme 
with a reliable multi-cast mechanism. This new 
distribution mechanism combined with data 
compression techniques greatly reduces network traffic 
compared to the present method. Other new processes 
combine RUC and ITWS data in a fail-soft manner to 
generate the multiple grids. The nearest-neighbor 
access method also substantially speeds up weather 
access. in combination with other improvements, the 
winds access speed is more than doubled over the 
original implementation 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The new weather distribution design relies on replacing 
the current single wind grid with a set of nested wind 
grids and on replacing the current interpolation method 
with a nearest-neighbor retrieval method. These 
concepts will now be discussed further. 

The nested grid approach is presented conceptually in 
Figure 1. The nested grids are defined for the 
TRACON. ARTCC and Multi-Center airspace. The 

Copyright C 2001 by MIT. Published by the American htstibate of Aeronautics and Astrooautics, Inc., with pmtission. 
This work was performed for the National Actonautics arid Space Administration under Air Force Contract No. F19623 .00-C4002. Opinions, 
intaretations, on thistons, and recommendations are those of the author and are not necesserily mdoucd by NASA. 
Jurtes Murphy is now with NASA Ames Research Center, MS-2104. Molten Field, CA. 
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nomiiu1 spatial soiutiun of the grids iv I am (-2 kin) 
(r the tRA(XIN gxd. S tim (-'W km) tn the ARTCC 
grId anà 20 nrn (-40 kin) for the ulti.Ce,Uer grid. it 
should be noted that the grids are all aligned. That i, 
Me- arid pâns tr all ttree grids can be thought of as 
being placed an a u;iifoitt I urn grid. 

Eh grid is rrgtThu in shape and sized in aij.ch a 
way to enccxnpa the region of intrat. That l., the 
TR.ACCJN grid is thcd W be encompass the TRACOP 
regiii plus a blk'ex region around it. Likewise. the 
ALfC( grid euenrnç•asse' the ARTCC plot a butTer 
and the Multi-Center grid e*tends out Into adjacent 
centers a sufticient datance to allow boundary 

elr.t to he che.dnted. 

'r-te p.e:gc4 grid:; are used in the following way. For 
every wind reirieaL the position of the aircraft is

checked to tktermin lch of the nested gr:dt should 
be used. Ai an example, irsaginc an air-raft 
apprcuotiiag the /SR.TCC front an adjacent Center. The 
Multi ,Unter grid is sized to include the furtiicat aircraft 
ut an adjacent Center for which a tr.tjectory need :; to be 
gtrtexaied (e.g.. to compute the Center boundary 
cring time). The reautotices of this grid is the sante 
as the present tingte .resotutIan winds grid. As the 
aircrufl Cornea closer to the ARCC, the aircraWs 
position is checked for each c1rkn te. determine the 
appropriate nested grid (n(te. Oxwo the gri&, are 
rcelangaiar in shape, this cheek La inexpens;.e 
computatinually). When the alrerat1k, 005555 fitini the 
Multi.-Cantor grid to the AR.TCC grid, the wind 
rtricvals ace then made from the .Mt'rCC grid. 
iimikidy, when the aircraft enters the TRACON grid, 

the wind retriovais are then be made thwa that grid. 
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Figure 2 mw tie dtta t curee fix- the three w'athe.r 
grids-. 4pi4 Updzi Cyok (RUC, 40 ktn winth m4 
1nttd Terminal Weigher System (IIWS) tO km 
dflJ 2 'm winds As shown In the tgure, the Muti-
Center grid is ter!ctued from RUC wndi akue. the 
ARrc:: grid i nced ftom RUC rn4 TTWS tO km 
winds, and the IRACON grid is generntad from all 
tkwcc WiAlcm Mrvwcc, all three grids ean b e 
gcncrdtcd tirt R1.!C winJ3 stinc it the 1TW wmd 
are not available. Finally. there s.an he auierite s,ur'* 
f .r the Rt;C data (ncL shonj, including multiple RLIC 
feedt. and Lisa model 1ata. 

ii should be noted the! the dcm,M nf the weather 
arieti and the nested grid3 are Independent. 

i.kewiie, the update rates of the wtathar wres we 
i(Id)(flCkn1 of each other. Wltcxt an itdaie for ti ivert 
• tj snur.e rs recetved, the appropriatt p tiont of 
the jffeted nested goc1i ar tpdated.

Nurmt 	 trity.jjJeg 

In the prevks stion, it sas ahown h tile ncvted 
grid approa *lkt the use of multiple wind MrIda 
updated fcom various weather tiroet: w ith dithrnL 
patkre • tutkni and upddte !ates. lJnw.er, a 

complication arisea due to the grealty in:reased number 
of grid po ints that need ;u he traimmitted. In the ot'3 
;netl;od, tiLl interpotatior, thane was asct to allow the 

Ituivety come wind grid.-, to te aeceised rapidly. 
However. the memory requ retrtenrs for the etJ method 
were i . ety high on a per gtid pont basü. Previous 
etudIe dvtemthed that the memory tcqutements for 
the inturpvlation method rna'ie It irtee.;ubk fr 
e ictension to the nested arid approa'th. 4'4 cadIugly a 
new winds retrieval method was popited is .shown in 
EIlt!ae 3 

Sources	 Grids

u1ti•cnter 
Jtnior 20 x 20 nm x 1000' 

Dverae: 1 I,0O ! 1000 nm ,,4(t,iO0' 

KTCO. 
:eoiutiort: 5 x rm x 1000 
rverage: 500 x 500 x1ril X 40,000' 

.ACON: 
Resolntio: x tar x S0U 
(.uvoragu: l(X)x tOO nm ),O(j0' 

Figure 2. Ltait ion rees ror weather grids. 
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lit the itew. rnctho. the inLerj Lat	 tep i's hypaad if).

favor of a n retneghbQr tetrievtd Ubuyie. The 
primary mtivatin for the res sieiptshr approh 
to mm( the neniory requirenivim of the tted &rl 
feaihe. but it also ha3 tbc ad"'afitage of spooJilig up 
a • 'i t ime ziid SC UCi!3t pcet%ni	 quknt'r;t*, 

pwed	 vit.u.1y. the wiUtr dati.i ii%x-ess ,ped ntor 
thai; .1oumd with OW ntw metluxi (now in-lu dui the 

of ,6m i ntiting gtomelirki alti tude, whth l hebtg 
inxrposied tnt> the preseist ;sien-).' F;gure 4 
t;i;traie: these wuthor Jula 

p.x3vcsner01. 

In order to empiw tho n omma-migh1wr tu hnktue, it 
wa 14., cer*Ey that tritieeofy a et.ra w'utd 
1L be i,tipsieil. AL rpoitcd in, tosis wer., run 
cxo; tnsjectorie cm te' ut; irls the itit.erpolatin 
wxi n icst ..;tCighbctr methth.' Tho e)nipatuon was 
suit to two us- a) Mete; fix to th ethki uisc T\VS 

2 km wirldl arid h) coorinstioo fix to flCiCi fix un 
Tiuc: iI	 iatsd o i) km & ITWS 10 kill windi. 

It wa found that the u.e o f the nejrest-t,s 
rsiehvd produevd a un' econl RMS difremme n 
traLtouOs f.'r tie tirt ue ar.d a titir nund RMS 
4iffervo lot the e'tnd case. Th ' sediffet-aimi am 
neiit•1e for thu trs;'t et cx nid. M ostpIu of 
th,iit rtsulu fr I'l WS 2 kin data i a}wwn in  

te- the eleC t Of !ttl!'tg the n rete!hbr WL;hOd 
1i the Mutru.e rid	 ow. ext'nirxt. ),trever.

Cis: effect	 Cuncd t.' be j ':tivaot theit the iaie
dtanes involved aild tow update rate of the wjaeent 
Criter trfflu	 ie.g., 3	 iTMS. A 
seoent ttuci'i h•)wcti the 	 of U%i!1 ntit
neighbor ics' ror 40 xn;i wmds fs't ajcLries if) the 

, tes;	 id R'4'	 reucs 

SOFTWARE I)tSGN 

A block d;arast; of the Weather )!xiuioa (Dist) 
oiware thttwn to iitire q. flbc kuy t duiv.. crc ho

 Weatter Server (WxeTves) and \¼,attter (meot 
(Wt(*.:lerts) ntohJc.. rue Wse indute pr()vie3 
the wetiter dt.* to ri titipl WCheit in oka. There 

oo \V)$ervor jm fto for ii sver (1'AS	 I1a'n. 
ud there i ;5 erie	 1;ent cite F .r caeh wwl.staoers
ntpLyn one r sr.ot Ti,x ?CU1 p'e. The 

ex t ernal weat'se	 are cvvivined tnLo (,tt3
('.ir,ddc flirsar) fite3 and div;ded tip ?5 t.0 inor 
2$'S d enhvd ip the p!vIi(43S	 The imoor yid'
nt tran'm'ied t the Wxttiut pi rtiet; y in the 
re1la,k multi .uut pmoeol	 (be loci area ntYOr1 
(LAN). The WxC)iem. rrsec 'ie the weather 
d.si;, 1.0 tIre apt 1baturt pro'set. via * 0.1lared ruemny 
intcitc. The Weather Library tWx l..it'nlry) iiCei; 
the flsed men . ry ansi provi des the htiericx to (ho 
wadicr uaeri. 
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Figure 4. W'ather distilbation aytent block dtugrtin. 

Figure 7 nOws a more dv.WNd vw of lit CTAS 
wetltev diAT ibuturtnI : Is. As rt in tht tiguru, 
the 1TW5 dttt k pr(c.ed by the ItWS (&tk 
M1t3	 fiIu3 md paei to he 
:n • wxse	 RU'.. tIe% in (1U3 
rxinai tram flit ctu VX)AJ	 hr ja.a
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the rewaH to Isolate thc w'uhtr wce icux: the 
1AS yiern. 1'h' crAs Wentinr Cuj) 

rlh4Je iIpktncnL3 the rttiabc J1)uti-ft pic 
t(w3sfrfflr tbu nin<r cih ave r thc LAN. Hniy. the 
VxL.itrary iod : k ivide.3 the immAwe beiw'eu Lte 

weather dLrIt'utIcit stri.i zd tte up! tkut 

I iti the rajør mtduIi in 9ie Uv.w	 thv
ten. •lbe fun tinduy Of each 

p	 narizd in the tahb. These noJuks will n'w b
hricIly dcrb. 

FEW cU)Ifl1Uflifh(I 1çli4 

ihe I\VS	 in	 ;th,u iuk itw.; rtfk) htar 
the 1TThnI Widi. i1 1c'd frni (he. IT\VS ttbtI 
v;i tArtimi ctnecthns and can yons Me don him; 
Unwan WARy t')flI t') 'J&U) tO Idd t37t1)T3't 
krir.at . It	 t3ibe...	 CIQ-t cci'

 
to m::'n;t the 

civured lIWS I enr,iraj Wind 4 (Ina 4.,	 p1.- hncal 
4rd''r r;,tc	 thc Sev:r.

Jjr ¶.jy 

Thi.. We'ther Server (ryr) miduk las up the 
tahfe wind grid frrn 

hdt. . The file thfflmmii t h3 riIutiin, 
patIi exeot srid data s '-sutces lot teach; grid. It 

dcfinvs the bacup mrittegy for e e*tug ti 
lh>nt alterriat:	 ies. 

ihe WxS,tyir 	 :p;c Ye n'tI ViinJ dit* 
fl WS < fll7i t;.)9: ncj'ile vui sccket ni 
mi ItUC data from the m4ling Weutt;er D.aa 

Auiiuon I ,.eirror* (WOAD) r;xeia file trnfer. 
The Wservt	 i imchstitct . l'sex* the 
atierr,utt weather urce tv determine the beat 
esvzhc dam. It itt:: tranates thi tnptt dati to 

the 
NAS t;txvdirtatt * tern and cumpreise, the data for 

usn the 1U13 tmnp-m"t1ioli elgoruhm. Ii 
theii tr irna% the d.itd to e;h W't'ather Client using the 
rem;k multk'ar. twotoe.0. 

1 t'e et:iils l the mt nt:tio %	 r.t S C,ti')i1 l)	 's 
,t . In t.tit. t .tmnpk, the ITWS 2 kin 

winds dt:te t.ed is e1rrupfe4 at time l. .Athr a 
th-xut peric.d (no! nUy 6 xnint;tes), this wenther 

:s ckdarej ni tv )tbte. FT..jw ' vr, the tit data
 rev-. continues to t: 	 ur.tI the n tt'in	 hTV1' 

LU km upuite mime 
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If the ITWS 10 kin update is received, the ITWS 2 kin 
grids me now ge.ierared from the 10 km winds data. If 
the 10 km data is not available, then this source Is 
declared unavailable and the most recent data continues 
to be used until the nominal RUC update time. When

the RUC update Is received, then the ITWS 2 km and 
10 km grids are now generated from the RUC data. If 
the ITWS data later becomes available, then the system 
MUM to using that data to generate the 2 km and 10 
Ion wind grids. 

P

Wx	 ITWS -'I ITWS Connection Module 
Sonic. 
Inpute RUC*

CTAS Fbiwatl 
5 - - a a a a ----------- a - a	 a a a - a a a a a a a a a 

GRlBfonnattidWxfil,s 

NASICTAB Adaptetlon u— 

Wa Grid	 file.	
Wx Server Module

 [- 

Control	 Wx data meaeagss 

CTAS Wx
Communication Module 

Confrol f	 WX data messages 

CTAS 
Plocusors	 Wx Client Module 

[i

e

 - 

T	

Wx Library
Shared	 Module 

Grid I 

Figure 7. CTAS weather distribution modules. 

Table I. Malor Software Modules 
NAME FUNCTIONALITY 
ITWS Connection Module Connection to ITWS for winds data 

• Data conversion to GRIB format 
• Connection to multiple Wxservers 

WxServer Module • Site adaptable weather grids 
• File connection for ITWS data 
• Conversion toNAS coordinates 
• Automatic weather source selection 
• Weather data compression 

Communications Protocol • Automatic connection/reconnection 
• Reliable multicast to transmit compressed weather data 

WxClient Module • Read muhicastweather data 
• Update shared memory buffers 
• Switch buffers on command 

WxLibraiy Module • When user asks for weather products: 
1.	 Determine appropriate grid 
2.	 Select neatest-neighbor value 
3.	 Read weather product 

• Switch memory page on command 
• Identify current weather sources 
Note: grid Structures transparent to users.
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u.ws 

in terruptd 

ITWS 2 km data 
1ixyie-tut declared 

'.rws 

2 km
tTWS 10 kin data 
(imc-out declared 

rrws 

10 km 

.RUC	 RUC iit; 

-	 I	 L uyAam (.)Ui 
winds

Figure S. Timeliness ehek logic dhntnition 

Ser,W,CJJjnt C II !jentOD L're!oeçd 

Figurs., . unntes the 'xeor/WxCient 
nznttlons proocal. The WASe.rver prci; 

deh vert the umled geid data to one or more VsCIieat 
ptxeses using a reliable mutiea;t protocol. This 
pt4xxt makes us-:t of a CWLP based et 
enection btiweeo the WxSetver and each W<Ctient 
as a contro' ebannel. It Uses 11 Mutticnst as the data 
chaflnel from the WxScxver to all \VcCticnt. 

Tltc ,se of rCY,ip for the control channel prvidcs 
tebubili;:y arid ensure." that no cmttro) mesiatge will be 
toM or deiYe3ed out of seqn.encit. This rurmievi. the 
stability of the shared data view within the 
WetverWClients group. The ue of IP Matticast 
for the data ct atmel alkiwu us to tnuwrnit the data once 
for .iiI WxCtient2; tegaicituss of how many ate in nse on 
the JIAS system. This rr i jfi lnim the network load 
ssociautd with weather data and allows the 
ttesiun of higher spatial and temporal resolution 
data :etc. 

NVACheill 

The Wtothet Client fWC1ient) reads the weather grids 
via t!,t' ietiatte mritdtkast prutot.tl and updates the

appropriate atea ni shared memory. The details of the 
shared memory interface wIth the weather users is 
disce.tmd below. 

thiiz.ed Memory bitetfuo 

Shared memory is utred by the WC:thtt to make the 
weather data available hht the Wx User. Two buffers 
we used for each data gild, one amaine the current 
data and is available for roadin, the other is being 
written to with now date. ilie form ol' each butler is 
fired with it stariard header 1dtowed by a three 
dimensional array	 pr .itmot structmies. 

The double buftered approach used for shared memory 
in illustrated hi Figure tO. As showfl in the figure, new 
data is written into the wmte page white the users itceess 
the tead pags. When the up'ieto is complete, the pages 
are swapped. There in a signal handling scheme 
employed to ensure that all the users have the current 
intbrmmttion beire the swap it tmniee out. Another 
itnptenientat.ion detail in that the contnt of' the now 
read page nerd to be copied back to the obi read p3',o 
prior to allowing further update.i to occur to the new 
write page. 
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Each WxCIlent Is capable of supporting multiple 
weather users. Recall that there is one WxCllent for 
each workstation that supports all the weather users 
residing on that physical piece of hardware. As 
described in the previous section, a double buffer 
scheme is used to allow the weather users to read the 
current weather data from one buffer while the other 
buffer is being filled with the next weather data to be 
used. An important consideration is to ensure that all 
weather users switch from one buffer to the other buffer 
in concert. This synchronization is carried out using a 
semaphore mechanism. 

The Weather Library AN provides the necessary 
interface to the weather server for all weather using 
applications. The intent is to allow the weather using 
application to request one or more weather products at 
one or more locations in a single request. Units used 
for both the locations and the weather products are felt 
to be those most suitable to the using application. 

ALGORIThMIC ISSUES 

There are three issues which have been identified as 
potentially requiring changes to TS in order to 
accommodate the new weather distribution system. 
These Issues include: 

• gradient computation, 
• temperature interpolation and 
• capture condition completion. 

These issues will now be discussed. 

The first TS weather use issue is the calculation of the 
vertical wind gradient. This gradient was originally 
calculated by accessing wind data at two slightly 
different altitudes h and h+* taking the difference and 
dividing by Ah to obtain a discrete approximation of the 
vertical wind gradient. 

In the original system, a value of 50' was used for Ah, 
which works properly when interpolation is used. 
However, when nearest-neighbor retrieval is used with 
this small value, the coordinates h and h+h usually 
round off to the same grid point and produce the same 
wind values. The resulting gradient is then zero. 

In an exceptional case, the second value would round to 
the next altitude level and the resulting gradient would

be very large. The IS software copes with large 
gradients by limiting the vertical wind gradient to 10 
knots. The zero gradient simply means that the effect of 
wind is ignored. In neither case does IS fail in its 
trajectory calculations. 

One specific instance where the vertical gradient Is used 
is in the en route portion of the trajectory specifically 
the Constant CAS and Constant Mach segments. As 
part of the TS algorithm, a system of differential 
equations is solved using a discrete step method called 
Runge-KuttL This applies in particular calculations of 
True Airspeed, vertical speed and ground speed. 

The principal equation in IS in solving for V, is (Eq 1): 

dv, 
-

T-D w 

di	 m	
M +--(V Cos 9,) (1) - 	 --1 

Where Ye Is the aerodynamic flight path angle, T is 
thrust. D is drag force, m is aircraft mass and w its 
weight, V. is the wind speed and Orw is the relative 
wind angle. 

For constant Mach or constant CAS, the above 
differential equation reduces to an algebraic-expression. 
This is apparent if one considers the fundamental 
relationship (Eq. 2): 

J a(h)M(V,h)	 (2) 

where a(h) is the speed of sound (as a function of 
altitude) and M(,.) is the Mach number (as a function 
of V, and altitude). It Is clear that when Mach or CAS 
is constant, that the true airspeed is a simple function of 
altitude. 

One can then write (Eq. 3):

(3) 
di di dh 

where (Eq. 4) 

dh	 (4) 

Making the approximation that the wind velocity over 
short x or y distances is constant (i.e. only dependent on 
h) then (Eq. 5): 
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j(V1 cos9) D y9.(V.cos8,1,)	 (5) 

This then leads to the expression for the aerodynamic 
Slide slope (Eq. 0. 

dV 
(T_ D).R (6) 

w[(—{V,.cos8,.,})]  

Note that the wind gradient shows up in the 
denominator. Thus, the reason for limiting the gradient 
value to a maximum value is to avoid a singularity 
condition for the aerodynamic glide slope and 
eventually a sign reversal. This would certainly make 
TS fail, since in a descent phase it then could not satis1' 
the required boundary conditions. It can also be seen 
that If the wind gradient comes out to be zero, the only 
effect is that the glide slope used in the trajectory 
prediction is a slightly small. 

But the some formula uses weather in other ways: the 
altitude derivative of the True Airspeed uses 
temperature readings at two different altitudes. This 
would lead to problems also if the chosen altitude 
difference is a small value. 

The solution for both the wind gradient and the True 
Airspeed gradient is to force the altitude increment to 
be equal to the weather grid vertical spacing. In the 
case of nested weather grids that increment could be 
different for the different nested grids This introduces 
some complications in the event that the gradient 
computation crosses the nested grid boundaries. For 
this reason, it would be preferable to introduce an 
explicit call for the gradient at a particular point. This 
would allow that complications to be isolated from the 
weather user. 

The second TS weather use issue involves temperature 
interpolation. One important TS function is to meet 
capture conditions, such as matching cruise and descent 
segments to identify the top of descent (TOD). In 
certain cases involving iteration to meet capture 
conditions, The IS was found to fail when nearest-
neighbor retrieval was used. This is because IS uses 
small changes in temperature with altitude to drive the 
solution in the correct direction. When the nearest-
neighbor value is used, the IS could possibly to 
converge because the same temperature value is always 
retrieved.

This problem was observed for the ARTCC grid when a 
grid spacing in altitude of 2000' was used. However, it 
was found when the altitude grid spacing was reduced 
to 1000', no IS failures were observed. As previously 
noted, the grid spacing In altitude can be traded against 
the horizontal grid spacing without Increasing the 
memory required if even greater vertical resolution Is 
needed (e.g., the vertical grid spacing could be 
decreased from 1000' to 250' if the horizontal spacing 
was Increased from 10 run to 20 am). 

Another considered was a fix to always linearly 
interpolate the temperature values between the nearest-
neighbor values above and below the current altitude. 
This approach incurs a minor performance penalty due 
to the need to retrieve two temperature values (Instead 
of one) and to perform a simple interpolation. 
However, this approach has the virtue of keeping the 
API unchanged. It also improves the accuracy of the 
temperature values, which feature a strong dependence 
on altitude. However, in practice it has been found that 
the decrease in vertical grid spacing proved sufficient 
and this fix was not implemented. 

A problem was found in the way that IS completes the 
capture condition iteration. When TS iterates to point 
where the altitude is within the capture limits, it stops 
and returns the capture altitude. For example, the 
desired capture altitude might be 25,000' and the actual 
capture altitude might be 25,010'. Originally, IS did 
not recompute the derived variables (CAS. ground 
speed, etc) for the desired capture altitude but returned 
the derived variables for the actual capture altitude 
instead.. 

This behavior caused problems In the IS computations 
due to the nearest-neighbor retrieval for temperature. 
Fore example, if the gridded winds layers had 2000' 
vertical spacing, then the temperature might be 433 OR 

at 24,000' and 426 OR at 26,000'. The nearest-neighbor 
temperature value would therefore be 433 OR at 25,000' 
and 426 O R at 25,010 1 . This would create a 
discontinuity In the temperature values between flight 
segments that might cause IS to fail. 

A fix was implemented is to force IS to recompute the 
derived values at the end of the iteration for the desired 
(instead of actual) capture altitude. This fix has been 
accepted for incorporation into the CTAS baseline 
software. It should be noted that the proposed 
temperature interpolation fix would also address this 
particular problem. 
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TESTING PROCEDURES
	 output logs. Processing and examination of the test 

data was primarily done using ML and Excel. 
Tests were carried out on the prototype Implementation 
to validated functionality and measure performance. 
Note: the results presented here should be considered 
preliminary in nature and subject to further refinement. 

The flmctionality tests were carried out in veral steps 
The first step was to perform a regression test using 
RUC data only. The second step was to add ITWS 
winds and validate correct Insertion into the wind grids. 
The third step was to validate that the wind grids 
continue to be properly generated when the ITWS 
winds are transiently added and removed. The fourth 
step was to verify proper 1'S operation in the presence 
of wind field discontinuities. The fifth step was to 
quantify the difference in ETA (Estimated Time of 
Arrival) values with the addition of LTWS winds. 

For testing purposes, a version of the new system was 
created which returns the linearly interpolated weather 
value instead of the nearest-neighbor value. This 
version (WxDist Interpolated) is not intended for 
operational use (since it runs more slowly than the 
nearest-neighbor version) but allows direct comparison 
between the weather values returned by the new vs. old 
systems from the getWeatberValue function. 

The CTAS software was also Instrumented to generate 
ETA logs, ETA log summaries, track logs and 
getWeatherValue logs. The standard output is to 
produce the ETA log, ETA log summary and track log 
(if radar track data Is used). If verbose output is 
selected, then thegetWeatherValue log is also produced 
(generally limited to short runs due to the large volume 
of output generated). 

A capability to generate synthetic RUC data sets was 
also implemented to assist in regression testing. A 
utility program was written which allows synthetic 
RUC data to be generated for various test conditions. 
For example, one file was created with uniform wind 
values and temperature values that increased . linearly 
with pressure level, and a second file was created with 
uniform temperature at all levels and U &V values that 
increased linearly with RUC X & Y coordinates, 
respectively. These files were used to validate the 
RUC-toCTAS coordinate transformation in the vertical 
and horizontal dimensions, respectively. 

Additional utility programs & Unix scripts were written 
for examining the input RUC data and processing the 
output test data. Unix scripts were also written to 
simplify making test runs and to automatically save the

Regression testing was carried out to ensure that the 
new weather distribution system preserves the CTAS 
functionality. In paiticular it is necessary to ensure 
that trajectories are correctly generated with the new vs. 
old systems. In order to do this, It Is necessary to use 
RUC data only, since the old system cannot Ingest 
ITWS winds data. 

The first regression test was to verify that the RUC data 
is properly ingested into the new system. In order to do 
this, actual and synthetic RUC files were input to the 
WDPD, WxDist Gridded (nearest-neighbor) and 
WxDlst Interpolated versions of CTAS. The outputs of 
the three versions were then compared and any 
inconsistencies diagnosed. In the process of carrying 
out the regression testing, several problems were found 
in the WDPD processing which were diagnosed and 
fixed. These changes are being evaluated for 
incorporation into the current CTAS baseline software 
but will not be further discussed here. 

Examples of this comparison are shown in Figures 11 
and 12. For these examples, the getWeatherValue calls 
were logged using the verbose option for a single 
aircraft trajectory. Figure 11 shows the retrieved 
temperature vs. altitude and Figure 12 shows the 
retrieved U wind vs. altitude. As seen in the figures, the 
WxDist gridded (nearest-neighbor) retrievals exhibit 
the expected staircase behavior whereas the WDPD and 
WxDist interpolated values vary smoothly. (Note: there 
is a small anomaly in the WDPD results below $000' 
which is currently being investigated.) 

The second regression test was to compare trajectories 
generated using the WDPD and WxDist Gridded 
weather distribution schemes. For this test, 489 flight 
plan trajectories were compared for 158 aircraft using 
DFWF RUC weather data from November 22, 2000 at 
14007. Figure 13 plots the ETA difference between the 
new and old systems for meter fix to threshold 
trajectories. The worst case differences range from -7 s 
to + 15 a. The mean ETA difference was 0.9 s(0.12%) 
and the RMS ETA difference was 3.3s(0.44%). Also 
shown is the comparison for the WxDist Interpolated 
version which produced identical results to the WxDist 
Gridded version. 
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The wind field values were retrieved on a grid 
approximating the 40 kin RUC grid. These results are 
as shown in Figure 17. As seen in the figure, the 
insertion of the dummy ITWS wind data is clearly 
demonstrated. 

The third functionality test was to verify proper 
operation with trarisievt ITWS winds availability. This 
test was carried out by interrupting the ITWS winds 
availability during a normal run and verifying that all 
the major grids continued to be generated from the 
RUC winds only. 

The fourth functionality test was to verify proper TS 
operation In the face of wind field discontinuities 
between the RUC and ITWS data. In order to rule out 
this possibility, CTAS was run with the dummy ITWS 
files shown In Figure 17. The results were examined 
and showed no evidence of TS failures in the face of 
worst-case discontinuities. 

The fifth functionality test was to quantify the effect on 
ETAs of including ITWS winds, as shown in Figure 18. 
To carry Out this test, CTAS was run with RUC-only

winds vs. RUC plus ITWS winds. Earlier studies 
showed considerable variation in meter fix to threshold 
ETAs as a flmction of time should be observed with the 
inclusion of ITWS 2 km winds updated every five 
minutes.7 

Figure 18 summarizes the result of computing 489 
pFAST (Passive Final Approach Spacing Tool) 
trajectories from 158 arrival flight plans under two 
conditions: 1) RUC winds only with interpolated winds 
(old system) and 2) RUC + ITWS winds with gridded 
winds (new system). These results were computed for 
DFW on 11/22/00 from IZOOZ to 1700Z with RUC 
winds updated hourly. ITWS 10 km winds updated 
every 30 minutes and ITWS 2 km updated every 5 
minutes. 

As seen in the figure, the ETA values for the RUC only 
winds increase by 3 seconds over the two hour period. 
By contrast, the ETAs for the RUC 4- ITWS winds 
change by 16 seconds over this time period. These 
results are consistent with the earlier studies. 

Performance testing was carried out to assess the 
processing speed and memory requirements for the new 
vs. old systems. Table 2 shows examples of 
preliminary results for various grid sizes. 
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Table 2. Example performance measurement results (preliminary). 

Process Total Data 
Points, 
XxYxZ

CPU Use, 
seconds

Memory 
Use, 
Mbyte

Network Load, Mbyte 

At the 
Hour

At the 
Half 
Hour

MS 
Minutes 

NVI)PDO 30 x 16 x 55 11.73 24 30** 

15x8x55 4.86 18 7** 

9x5x55 3.37 18 2CC 

WxServer* 30x30x50 10.98 84* 0.7** 0.5 

24 x 24 x 50 

70x70x70

8.85*** 34***

270 MHz Ultra 5-128 MB RAM 
** Assumes 5 TS, I PFS. 2 POUts = Eight Using Applications 

Total for all grids 
****60 MHz SparcStation 20-64 MB RAM 

SUMMARY 

This paper described the design and implementation of 
the new CTAS weather distribution system. The 
approach relies on two key concepts. The first concept 
is the use of multiple nested wind grids for the 
TRACON, ARTCC and Adjacent Center airspaces to 
replace the single low-resolution weather grid currently 
used. This new method allows the use of higher spatal 
and temporal resolution products such as tV/S Terminal 
Winds and improved RUC winds. The spatial 
resolution and update rate for each grid is tailored to the 
weather sources and user requirements. 

The second concept is the use of nearest-neighbor data 
retrieval to replace the interpolation method currently 
used. Previous analysis showed that the memory 
requirements of the present method prevent its 
extension to higher resolution weather grids. The 
nearest-neighbor method was introduced in order to 
reduce the memory requirements to feasible levels. As 
an added bonus, the nearest-neighbor method also 
yields a substantial improvement in weather data access 
speed. Previous work showing that use of the nearest-
neighbor method should not substantially degrade 
trajectory accuracy for the grid resolutions under 
consideration was confirmed in the present study.

The software design employs the concept of a single 
Weather Server process that provides weather data to 
multiple Weather Client processes. There is one 
Weather Server for a given CTAS site installation and 
one Weather Client for each workstation running one or 
more IS or POUt processes. A reliable multi-cast 
protocol is used for transmitting the weather data from 
the Weather Server to the Weather Clients. The 
weather grids are divided up into subunits (called minor 
grids) and compressed for transmission using the GRIB 
format data compression technique. Each minor grid 
has a primary weather data source and optional 
secondary weather data sources. In the event that the 
primary weather data source is not available, the minor 
grid can continue to be generated using the secondary 
weather data sources. 

The software is divided into ITWS Connection, 
Weather Server. Communications Protocol, Weather 
Client, Weather Library and Weather User modules. 
The ITWS Connection module inputs ITWS Terminal 
Winds and converts it to GRIB format. The Weather 
Server merges the RUC data (from the existingWDAD 
process) and the ITWS data to generate the nested grids 
information. The Communications Protocol module 
pertrms the reliable multi-cast of the nested grid data 
to the Weather Client processes. The Weather Client 
module receives the nested grid data and makes it 
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available to user processes via shared memory. The 	 8. Vandevenne, H.F., "Grid Size of Weather Files vs. 
Weather Library provides the application program 	 IS Performance", Annotated briefing, M.I.T. 
interface (API) for the user processes which selects the 	 Lincoln Laboratory, 18 July 2000. 
appropriate nested grid for data retrieval in a 
transparent manner. The Weather User module 
represents changes to the application processes where 
needed to accommodate the new method. 

The testing procedures were also described. Results 
were provided including regression testing, 
performance measurement and software metrics. 
Finally, future work was described. 
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EVALUATION OF ETA MODEL FORECASTS AS A BACKUP WEATHER SOURCE FOR CAS 

Herman F. Vandcvcnne, Richard T. Lloyd and Richard A. Hogaboom 

MIT Lincoln Laboratory 
244 Wood Street

Lexington, MA 02420-9108 

Knowledge of present and future winds and 
temperature Is Important for air traffic operations in 
general, but Is crucial for Decision Support Tools 
(DSTs) that rely heavily on accurately predicting 
trajectories of aircraft One such tool Is the Center-
TRACON Automation System (CrAS) developed by 
NASA Ames Research Center. 

The Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) system Is presently the 
principal source of weather information for CTAS." 
RUC provides weather updates on an hourly basis on a 
nationwide grid with horizontal resolution of 40 km and 
vertical resolution of 25 mb in prcssure. However, a 
recent study of RUC data availability showed that the 
NWS and NOAA servers are subject to frequent service 
Interruptions. Over a 210 day period (4/19100-
11/1 1/00), the availability of two NOAA and one NWS 
RUC server was monitored automatically. It was found 
that 60 days (29%) had periods of one hour or more 
where at least one server was out, with the longest 
outage lasting 13 hours on 9/21/00. In addition, there 
were 9 days (4%) for which all three servers were 
simultaneously unavailable, with the longest outage 
lasting 6 hours on 5/7100. Moreover, even longer 
outages have been experienced with the RUC servers 
over the past several years. 

RUC forecasts are provided for up to 12 hours, but 
these are not currently used in CTAS as back up 
sources (except that the 1 or 2 hour forecasts are used 
for the current winds to compensate for transmission 
delays In obtaining the RUC data). Since RUC outages 
have been experienced for longer than 12 hours, it is 
therefore necessary to back RUC up with another 
weather source providing long-range forecasts. 

This paper examines the use of the Eta model forecasts 
as a back-up weather source for CTAS. A specific 

This work wu perfoimed for the Fcdctai Avianso Admlniswaxion 
irndcr Alt Force Conuact No. F19628-00.C-0002. 

tCopynght 02001 by M.I.T. Pbi*hcd by the American Ia1Ww of 
Acrcnamca and Asazwutcs. Inc.. with permission.

output of the Eta 32 km model, namely Grid 104, was 
selected for evaluation because its horizontal and 
vertical resolution, spatial extent and output parameters 
match most closely those of RUC 4 While RUC 
forecasts for a maximum of 12 hours into the future, 
Eta does so for up to 60 hours. In the event that.a RUC 
outage would occur. Eta data could be substituted. If 
Eta data also became unavailable, the last Issued 
forecasts could allow CTAS to continue to function 
properly for up to 60 hours. 

The approach used for evaluating the suitability of the 
Eta model and RUC forecasts was to compare them 
with the RUC analysis output or 0 hour forecast file, at 
the forecast time. Not surprisingly, it was found that 
the RUC model forecasts had lower wind magnitude 
errors out to 12 hours (the limit of the RUC forecasts) 
than the Eta model had. However, the wind magnitude 
error for the Eta model grew only from 9 ft/s at 12 
hours (comparable with RUC) to 11 ft/s at 48 hours. 
We therefore conclude that RUC forecasts should be 
used for outages up to 12 hours and Eta model forecasts 
should be used for outages up to 60 hours. 

The comparison of RUC and Eta data was done for a 
typical ARTCC (Air Route Traffic Control Center), in 
this case the DFW Center (ZFW) airspace. In the 
vertical dimension, three altitude layers were examined: 
7,500', 18,400' and 30,000'. The time period over 
which the comparison was made was a period of ten 
days, starting 9 June 2000. 

Since the RUC and Eta model data Is provided on 
different projection systems (Lambert Conformal vs. 
Polar Stereographic) and on different grids, the Eta data 
was first transformed onto the RUC grid using the 
following procedure.9 Each RUC grid point was 
transformed Into the Eta grid system and the 
surrounding Eta grid points determined. A linear 
Interpolation was then done using the Eta weather 
products at the eight corners of the cube surrounding 
the RUC grid point. The resulting interpolated Eta 
model value was then used for the corresponding RUC 
grid point. 
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and Eta wind fields at the altitude of 30,00)ft 
(2Q0nibur). One observe immediately that both 
cystenis present the taruc weather pattern, and that the 
wind st rengths- match well, but that there Is a vety 

itt wind direction. Tins seems. to 
hold true for all comparisozit made, whether among 
analysis files or forecasta. Wind orcngth varied from 5 
ftJs In some part* to 4.5 fits in other parts, yet the 
average differences, returning to figure 3, hover around 
zero. with a Si)) (atandazl deviation) o4 around 6fths for 
wind strength difference and a NO of ubout 1.25 
dcZrees P in t.cmpexaturc diffrence. This seems to 
lnd.kate that the differences between the RUC or Etn 
analysis files 'o'e wall and that we are justified in 
taking either one (we chnoce RUC) as our reference 
when evaluating the RUC and 1-:1a forec*su. 
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krecasted; and similsity bt.twcen Ita Iorecasi and 
RUC wmysis weather that ruetutizad later at the 
a)ropriate time. 

ligure S shows the xe 4-ulti fin the 12h'wr Corecaah vf 
the temoerature: one curie for t(Wt 12 and aotber for 
r(/e12, with as x•etis the 40 Na update timea. in the 
tktt windori we show the imart difIerence anti in the 
second the St1 of the tcmperawre difference. In 
figures 6 und 7 we thw sinti (ax rt;sult i'or the 
strength and wind direction ditk ytrims. A cktac look 
roynals that peaks and valleys in both curves mateh 
quite closely, 1his mean' that 1bee were wdther 
ties no ptcctictd by either s)tem. CUd ;ht thr?y 

erred in the t1mil;31 wayt. 
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Figure 8 rAhows means and StI) for the cwnptrion 	 FIwres 9,10 and Ii sunmiarh-.e all these results 
,te48, for thc 4hour Eta teaei (ito curve for RUC	 avctaed wer till 40 upditIc. mew new fiiw contain 
can be tibowD since RUC only foxecasn for up to 12 	 the mun and Sti) of dilTevena z(Wri for 1,2,),6 aud 12 
hour. hours tind rOIej for 0,632,.18...48 hoats foz the 

parameters temperature, wind strength and wind 
dircctt 
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We observe that, based on the SID, one could state that 
RUC forecasts are marginally better than the 
comparable Eta forecasts for the se duration Into the 
future up to 12 hours, at which point they are the same. 
But one can also ace that 6 hour Eta forecasts arc as 
good or better than 12hour RUC forecasts. The Eta 
forecasts maintain almost the same relative quality up 
to the maximum duration of 48hours tested (and by 
extension to the 60-hour duration available from Eta). 
Observe that the SiD of temperature differences stays 
below 2 degree Fahrenheit for forecasts up to 48 hours, 
and StD of wind strength differences stay below lift/s 
(6iknots) for even the maximum duration forecasts. 
The wind direction difference, although with mean 
about zero, has a StD of a steady 50 degrees. These and 
some more detailed observations form the basis for the 
proposed switching protocol when either RUC alone or 
both RUC and Eta data become unavailable 

The purpose of this study was to verify the quality of 
the Eta forecasts and to propose a decision algorithm 
for switching from RUC to Eta In case of outages. First 
let us state that Eta forecast quality Is not In doubt in 
view of the results presented in the previous paragraph. 
Next, the protocol for switching will be based on the 
presumed quality of the forecasts. For example, if 
access to both RUC and Eta is denied simultaneously, 
one should continue running CAS with RUC forecasts 
as long as possible (from 9 to 12 hours, depending 
when in the RUC cycle the outage occurred). If RUC is 
interrupted, but not Eta, then one should switch at the 
next Eta update that would be at most 6 hours after the 
interrupt. There are some additional considerations: 
CFAS expects a new RUC weather file to be made 
available every hour. When interrupts occur it may be 
necessary to create hourly files by Interpolating from 
two adjacent forecast files. This would be true for RUC 
after the third hour and Is always true for Eta forecasts 
as is clear from Figure 2 showing the RUC and Eta 
output products. The complete algorithm depends on 
the exact time of start of the outage compared to the 
underlying RUC and Eta cycle time, but It is based on 
the presumed quality of RUC and Eta forecasts at any 
given time. 
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International Airport (DFW) and has demonstrated up 
tea 13% airport throughput increase [3]. 

This paper addresses the issue of developing weather-
impacted routes for the Final Approach Spacing Tool 
(FAST). FAST relies on adaptation data that includes 
nominal terminal area routes and degrees of freedom to 

generate optimum landing sequences and runway 
assignments. However, during adverse weather some 
adapted routes may become unavailable due to the 
presence of hazardous weather. If FAST continues to 
generate trajectories using these routes, its schedule will 
not be accurate during the adverse weather. The 
objective of the study was to determine methods for 
incorporating severe weather products and' weather-
impacted route data into FAST. 

Increasing air traffic demand in the face of limited 
runways and airspace has made improving the 
efficiency of the nation's air traffic system one of the 
Federal Aviation Administration's (FAA) top priorities 
[I]. New decision support tools are being developed to 
assist Air Traffic Controllers and Traffic Managers in 
achieving these efficiency gains while maintaining 
safety. 

One such tool is the Final Approach Spacing Tool 
(FAST), which is an element of the Center/TRACON 
Automation System (CTAS) being developed by NASA 
Ames Research Center. There are two versions of 
FAST: Passive FAST (pFAST) and Active FAST 
(aFAST). Passive FAST provides controllers with 
runway assignments for delay balancing and landing 
sequence numbers to optimize the landing order. 
Active FAST additionally provides controllers with 
heading, speed and altitude advisories to achieve these 
optimal sequences [2). Passive FAST has been 
operationally tested at the Dallas/FL Worth 

'This wait was performed for the National Mronauasa and Space 
Adntiniwaäon under Air Force Contract No. F19628G0.C4002 
4Copyright C 2001 by M.I.T. Published by the American Insucac 
of Aeronautics and Arvonluecs. Inc., with permission.

Active FAST, which is currently under development, is 
expected to offer additional increases in airport 
capacity. For the remainder of this paper, "FAST" will 
be used generically to refer to both systems. 

FAST relies on adaptation data that includes nominal 
TRACON routes and degrees of freedom to generate 
optimum landing sequences and runway assignments. 
However, during adverse weather, some adapted routes 
may become unavailable due to the presence of 
hazardous weather. If FAST continues to generate 
trajectories using these routes, its schedule will not be 
accurate during the bad weather. The objective of the 
study was to determine methods for incorporating 
severe weather products and weather-impacted route 
data into FAST. 

Air Traffic Control (ATC) decision support tools have 
many sources of weather data. Table I outlines some 
of these data sources and the information supplied. 

Since FAST operates in the terminal area, the key 
source for weather information for this study was the 
Integrated Terminal Weather System (ITWS). 1TWS 
was developed under FAA support by MIT Lincoln 
Laboratory (MIT/LL) and is currently being 
implemented for deployment at 35 locations across the 
continental United States. ITWS integrates weather 
data from a variety of sources, including Terminal 
Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR), Next Generation 
Weather Radar (NEXRAD), Airport Surveillance Radar 
(ASR-9), Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) model and 
surface sensor information. It generates a variety of 
weather display products for Traffic Management 
Coordinators (TMCs), controllers, airlines and other 
users. These products have been operationally tested at 
several sites including Dallas/Ft. Worth, Atlanta, 
Denver, Los Angeles and Miami, and have 
demonstrated significant operational benefits by 
allowing FAA personnel to improve their ability to 
manage traffic during bad weather [4]. 
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An experimental version of the Airport Configuration 
Manager (ACM) was developed to facilitate TMC use 
of the weather-impacted routes information. ACM 
shows the impact upon the schedule of weather- 
impacted routes by predicting funlre airport 

configuration changes for each adapted airport This 
capability alerts the TMC to weather changes in the 
terminal area that could affect the operation of the 
airport up to one hour in advance. It also suggests an 

appropriate future airport configuration based on 
predicted weather data. 

Figure 1 demonstrates possible uses of ITV/S weather 
products in PAST, from acquisition and parsing of the 
data to predicting impact on aircraft and terminal area 

operations. LTWS created precipitation maps can be 
converted into PODEV maps, which then can be used 
to identify routes and aircraft that are impacted. Delays 
caused by the hazardous weather can then be 
considered for ATC decisions such as airspace closures 
and re-routes. In addition, severe weather forecasts can 
be used to predict impacted aircraft and routes up to an 
hour in the future, as well as help determine appropriate 

future airport configurations. Schedule changes based 
on the weather forecasts can be utilized by TMCs to 

facilitate further ATC decisions.

The identification and display of weather-impacted 
routes has been developed and demonstrated both on 
OTWD and on the PAST Planview Display GUI 
(POUI), see Figure 2 [3]. Initial evaluation was 
completed using feedback from MIT/LL in-house 

controllers resulting in the current GUI design. The 
development of OTWD promotes the operational 
concept evaluation by allowing for the rapid 
prototyping of display modifications. However, the 
current functionality has only been implemented as a 
playback system. Additional work is needed to 
implement these functions into a real-time tool and to 
evaluate the initial operational concept 

OTWD displays aircraft and FAST terminal area 
routing, as well-as the various weather products. The 
tool reads FAST generated playback files and 
synchronizes its internal clock to the data file time. As 
the weather products are read into the system at the 
appropriate time, OTWD analyzes the routing structure 

and weather data to determine the time, duration and 

seventy of impaction on each mute segment These 
route segments make up the nominal paths aircraft use 
to fly from the meter fix to each runway threshold. 
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As an extension to ACM, the identification and 
notification of impacted meter fixes to FAST could be 
added. This would allow the Traffic Managers to close 
meter fixes up to an hour in advance, giving aircraft in 
the En Route airspace the opportunity to re-route. 

OTWD could also be expanded from the terminal area 
to the en route area. With the incorporation of other 
weather data sources such as turbulence maps and en 
route weather forecasts, the same tools could be applied 
to help predict airspace closure and aircraft intent 
outside the terminal airspace. This could improve 
predictions necessary for conflict detection and airspace 
overloading. 

Once the prediction of weather-impacted airspace and 
aircraft routes is complete, a logical next step would be 
to identify specific aircraft with impacted trajectories. 
This activity would tie together the predicted 
configurations and weather-impacted routes 
development as it pertains to the runway assignment of 
aircraft in the terminal area. Aircraft could be color 
coded by weather-impact to alert the controllers to the 
need to utilize alternate routes. 

An initial implementation could allow TMCs to 
graphically modify weather-impacted routes to create 
alternate nominal route segments for FAST to use for 
determining the path of flight in the terminal area. This 
would side step the procedural complexity of managing 
arrival and departure airspace. 

Based on route-building algorithms and heuristics 
investigated by Krozel et. al.[7), the indirect effects of 
severe weather on the closure of airspace due to 
thunderstorm downstream turbulence and severe 
weather in missed approach areas could be researched 
[8]. From these analyses, FAST could ultimately 
develop the alternate routes automatically. 

CONCLUSIONS 

A method for connecting current and forecasted 
hazardous weather with FAST has been developed. 
The method utilizes previous work for creating 
pro)'àbilistic maps of pilot behavi. • penetrating or 
deviating around hazardous weat' This work has 
been extended by applying a new method for 
forecasting up to one hour in advance the probability of 
significant weather in a given region. These two 
methods are combined to produce forecast maps of 
probability of deviation for up to one hour in advance. 
These probability maps are applied to FAST adaptation 
data to detett'ie current and forecasted weathet-
impacted routes. These weather-impacted routes we 
used in an interactive display that could be used to

provide guidance to Traffic Managers in choosing 
airport configurations in the presence of hazardous 
weather. 
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surface safety.- 19 There has been some research in 
analyzing and understanding taxi delays. 12 An attempt 
was made to mitigate taxi delays by predicting queue 
lengths from schedule data.0 However, no work has 
been reported on the use of surface surveillance to help 
enhance surface efficiency and reduce taxi delay. 
Surface surveillance will help improve the 
understanding of taxi delay mechanisms and will 
provide data for characterizing operational constraints, 
planning taxi operations, timing taxi clearances, and 
monitoring aircraft compliance. 

The airport surface has characteristics that make it 
attractive for Implementing automatic surveillance-
based decision support tools. The surface is the only 
aviation domain in which most aircraft follow a 
relatively small number of rigidly constrained paths. 
This may make it feasible to use surveillance 
information alone to evolve a database that fully 
characterizes the geometry of the taxi paths. Genetic 
adaptation algorithms could be designed to use this taxi 
path data to automatically adapt surface decision 
support tools to each new airport site. Automatic 
adaptation would significantly reduce the cost of 
Implementing surface decision support tools relative to 
terminal and en route tools. 

It appears feasible to develop operational software that 
uses surface surveillance information alone to track 
runway configuration changes in real time. By adding 
flight plan data to the surveillance data, automatic 
algorithms should be able to determine the current 
surface queuing delay status for each runway and 
aircraft. Other databases could relate taxi delay to 
demand and relate demand to the day of the week and 
the time of day. Operational algorithms could use these 
delay and demand databases in conjunction with 
measurements of departure queuing status to 
automatically predict the near-term departure 
throughput for each runway. With the addition of 
surveillance data for arriving aircraft, operational 
algorithms could also predict near-term arrival 
throughput. 

A well-designed surface surveillance system cars 
provide complete coverage of the important delay. 
controlling queues on the airport surface. Surveillance 
coverage of airport surface queues can provide the 
visibility Into surface traffic flow that Is essential to 
close the loop on suggested control actions. Surface 
surveillance provides a means of determining departure 
throughput performance. It allows unambiguous 
determination of the departure runway of each aircraft. 
By contrast, the ARTS surveillance system cannot 
reliably associate departures with runways because of 
its low-elevation coverage cut-off. This is particularly

true when the departures turn immediately after 
takeoff.' 

A simple taxi-out aid could use this surveillance 
Information to predict the queue length for the next few 
minutes and advise optimum near-term target pusbback 
rates. Such advisories would have the advantage that 
they would not require any manually generated 
information from controllers or aircraft operators. 
There would be no need for controllers to provide the 
current-runway configuration and no need for pushbeck 
predictions from aircraft operators. 

The most elementary taxi aid would display surface 
traffic with aircraft Identities to all parties interested in 
surface traffic management. Distributing surveillance 
information with aircraft tags would likely benefit 
aircraft operators and controllers and would require 
little research other than finding means to manage the 
tags to avoid display clutter. The functionality 
envisioned in this paper goes further and provides 
decision support aids based on surface surveillance that 
would attempt to directly help controllers and air 
carriers work together to improve surface movement 
efficiency. This is done by providing a simple 
visualization of the queuing situation along with 
pushback advisories to optimize the taxi-out process 
and balance runways. 

At airports with multiple runways, surveillance data 
alone presents a good tactical view of the airport, but 
sometimes paints a confusing picture of the strategic 
situation. Early in the taxi-out process, It is not always 
clear which runway each aircraft is heading for. 
Although the total number of taxiing aircraft may be 
apparent, it is difficult to see the queue lengths for 
individual runways. The surveillance display also does 
not provide information on predicted taxi times. 

Experience with the Surface Movement Advisor (SMA) 
program at Atlanta's airport conclusions from current 
NASA-sponsored research on causes of departure delay 
and inputs from aircraft operators who routinely 
experience departure delays all suggest that an 
automation aid to help visualize and control taxi queue 
lengths for departing aircraft would benefit both 
controllers and aircraft opeatorWS 

This paper proposes such a simple taxi-out aid to help 
with queue management. Figure 2 shows a notional 
operator interface for the aid when used at an airport 
with dual departure runways. The interface is presented 
merely as a concrete illustration of the proposed 
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Equalizing the taxi times for the last aircraft in the 
queues balances the runways despite differences In their 
overall taxi path lengths or differences In their 
departure capacities. Runway capacity differences can 
be caused by departure airspace constraints or by 
differences in mode of operation. For example, a 
runway dedicated to departures has greater departure 
capacity than one shared by arrivals. Balancing the taxi 
times assures that the flow to one runway does not dry 
up earlier than the flow to the other- at the end of a 
departure rush. The simple taxi-out aid does not 
attempt to balance taxi delays. Balancing taxi delays 
(where delay for each runway is reckoned relative to its 
minimum taxi-out time) could assign too many aircraft 
to the runway with the longer taxi path. 

Large hubbing airports with multiple departure runways 
often allow airline gate/ramp control personnel to 
control the pushheck and ramp taxi process for their 
own aircraft. They interact with the FAA Clearance 
Control, Ground Control, and Local Control positions. 

After FAA Clearance Control has issued a flight plan 
clearance and handed off the flight strip to FAA 
Ground Control, the next step in the departure process 
occurs when the pilot notifies the carrier's Gate/Ramp 
Control that he is ready to push back. Gate/Ramp 
Control issues the pushback clearance and clears the 
aircraft to the desired taxiway entrance spot. Upon 
reaching the spot, the pilot monitors the Ground 
Control frequency in anticipation of a taxi clearance. 

Ground Control positively identifies each aircraft that is 
ready to enter the surface movement area and, when 
ready, clears it to enter the taxiway. Ground Control 
handles the aircraft until it first approaches an active 
runway. Transfer to FAA Local Control may take place 
before crossing an active runway or before entering the 
departure runway, whichever occurs first. Ground 
Control hands off the flight strip to Local Control and 
authorizes the pilot to switch to the Local Control 
frequency. Local Control then issues all remaining 
clearances including the takeoff clearance. 

If two OT more carriers simultaneously push back 
aircraft for departure. FAA Ground Control establishes 
the overall taxi-out order to sequence the aircraft on the 
runways In a fair and equitable manner subject to 
departure now control and wake vortex spacing 
restrictions. Ground Control also exercises Short-term 
control over the runway balance and the queue lengths 
for the individual runways by managing taxi out from 
the ramp area.

Surface surveillance displays will be used in the tower, 
the Traffic Management Units in the TRACON, the en 
route Center (where It could help predict near-term 
departure demand), and the airline operational centers 
and gate and ramp control positions. The simple 
taxi-out aid will be used at all the same locations. 

In departure pushes FAA tower controllers estimate the 
size of departure queues by monitoring the occupancy 
of the flight strip bays and by visually observing the 
aircraft on the runways and taxiways. The taxi-out aid' 
provides Ground Control with a direct estimate of the 
current runway balance and suggests the optimum 
apportionment of aircraft to multiple departure 
runways. By comparing the queue size to the visual 
scene or to the tower flight strip bays Its users can 
assure that it accounts for all the aircraft, assigns each 
aircraft to its proper departure runway, and accurately 
shows the distribution of the aircraft along the paths to 
the runways. Users can click on aircraft boxes to 
display data tags confirming aircraft Identity and status. 

Gate/Ramp controllers often have difficulty directly 
observing the details of the other carriers' departure 
operations or the overall departure demand and 
capacity. The taxi-out aid provides the needed 
visibility and suggests near-term limits to the pushback 
rate for all of the carriers. Individual carriers can then 
Infer their own pushback rate limits by comparing the 
pushback advisories with their recent departure flow 
performance. 

The simple taxi-out aid facilitates collaborative decision 
making among the carriers and ATC by providing all 
participants with common situational awareness. They 
collaboratively determine the throughput performance 
objectives for the airport and enter the desired departure 
rate into the simple taxi-out aid. They can change the 
control performance goals at any time, resulting in 
immediate changes to the displayed pushback rate 
advisories. When a single carrier dominates the 
departure push the pushback advisories more directly 
apply to the dominant carrier, simplifying the 
cooperative management of gate or ramp holds between 
the hubbing carrier and FAA Ground Control. 

The taxi-out aid automatically determines the 
relationship between departure throughput, taxi-out 
time, and effective queue length for each 
taxiway/runway path. The effective queue for a runway 
includes all aircraft on their way to the runway as well 
as the aircraft in the physical queue that the runway 
entrance. The relationship between these performance 
measures Is obtained by continually measuring, 
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tracking, and archiving each of these quantities. The 
taxi aid analyzes the archived data under all operating 
conditions to determine and model the needed 
relationships. 

Figure 3 illustrates the relationships used to develop the 
departure performance database. It relates the overall 
mean departure throughput to the effective queue length 
for BOS In August 1991. which includes all aircraft that 
have pushed back but not yet taken off. 

101 
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.• 

! :
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Estimated taid queue length at start of pertod 

Figure 3. Mean depailure rate vs. taxi occupancy 
for BOS, Aug 1991 - from (Shiunsky 1997)," 

Taxi-out delays exhibit classical queuing behavior. In 
departure rushes, aircraft fill the taxiways, queues grow 
at runways, the ambient runway/airspace departure 
capacity limits the takeoff rate, and delay increases 
faster than the queue length. The service rate of a 
queue is always the minimum of the demand and the 
capacity. Figure 3 shows that when there are less than 
15 departure aircraft on the taxiways, there are gaps in 
the flow to the runway, and the takeoff rate is 
determined mainly by the departure demand. When 
there are many more aircraft on the taxiways than 15, 
there Is usually a queue of aircraft at the runway 
entrances. The takeoff rate is then determined by the 
departure capacity of the airport. The variability in 
mean takeoff rate for large queue lengths reflects the 
variation in airport capacity that occurred during the 1-
month data-gathering period. If the operator desires a 
total throughput of seven aircraft in 10 minutes, this 
curve tells him that the queue length should be about 
fifteen. Increasing the queue length above IS will have 
little operational effect other than to increase taxi-out 
delays. 

The taxi aid bases the pushback limit calculation on the 
principle that the rate of growth of the departure queue 
is determined by the difference between the pushback 
rate and the runway take-off rate. The taxi aid 
determines the pushback limit from the queuing 
conservation relationship:

P - NT - N0 + D, 

where P is the number of pushbacks during the next T 
minutes; N, Is the desired queue length T minutes in the 
future; No Is the present queue length, and D Is the 
number of takeoffs expected during the next T minutes. 

The desired future queue length. N, Is obtained from 
the performance database after a throughput goal has 
been established by the users. The present queue 
length, No is obtained from surface surveillance. The 
number of takeoffs during the next T minutes Is 
obtained by predicting the departure rate over the next 
T minutes. 

To predict the departure rate the simple departure aid 
uses historical data relating queue length to departure 
rate. The departure rate is determined by the departure 
capacity of the airport when the departure queue is 
large. In a departure push the departure capacity varies 
slowly and can be reliably tracked and predicted in real 
time with no knowledge of the weather, the runway 
configuration, or the arrival/departure mix." Shumsky 
was able to forecast the takeoff rate 30 minutes into the 
future with a RMS error of about two departures per 
hour. He achieved his best capacity estimates by fitting 
an analytical approximation to data of the type shown 
In Fig. 3. He used an exponential curve fit to provide a 
static model of the relationship between queue length 
and departure rate. He then added a dynamic term to 
adjust the curve up or down at 10-minute intervals. The 
dynamic adjustment linearly tracked the observed 
takeoff rate by smoothing over the residuals of the 
takeoff estimate at each update interval. 

Shurnsky did not have surface surveillance data to help 
refine his estimate. Knowing the runway configuration, 
the distribution of aircraft on the surface, and the 
balance between arrivals and departures for each 
runway makes it possible to improve the static 
estimates by modeling fami!ies of curves for different 
operating conditions. Tracking repeatable daily or 
hourly variations can further improve the estimation 
process. 

The taxi aid also estimates the total taxi-out time for the 
next pushback to help balance the queues. The 
relationship between effective queue length and taxi 
time Is also obtained from the performance database. 
This is Illustrated in Figure 4. which relates the mean 
taxi-out time to the queue length for the entire departure 
taxiway system at Boston (BOS) from January to 
March 1997. This curve indicates that a queue length 
of 15 aircraft produces an expected taxi-out time of 36 
minutes. The mean taxi-out delay relative to the 
unimpeded delay can also be obtained from this figure: 
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the taxi delay is approximately 36 . 12 = 24 minutes for 
a queue length of 15 aircraft. 
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Figure 4. Dependence of mean taxi out time on the 
aircraft count In the BOS departure taxiway system 
at the time of pushback - from (Idris et al, 1999). 

To estimate the departure queue length in real time for a 
multi-runway airport, the taxi aid associates each 
aircraft with a departure runway and automatically 
detects changes in departure runway assignment. At 
pushback the taxi aid estimates the departure runway 
for each aircraft from the filed flight plan for the 
aircraft and the current runway configuration. The taxi 
aid checks the position of the aircraft at each 
subsequent update against a site-adapted List of 
departure taxi routes for that configuration to confirm 
that the aircraft is still taxiing towards the same runway. 

Although the simple taxi-out aid needs only flight plan 
data and surface surveillance data to function, 
additional data types would be valuable for surface 
movement predictions. Pre-departure pushback status 
information and automatic pushback notices from all 
aircraft operators at the airport, final approach 
surveillance data from ARTS, CFAS data, and data on 
operational constraints in departure airspace would all 
improve the performance of taxi aids. 

These data sources would help extend departure 
demand predictions farther into the future to better 
support strategic planning ,Pre-departure status 
information from aircraft operators would be very 
useful If It were reliably available for all departures. 
Taxi aids will require timely automatic pushback data at 
an airport whose surface surveillance does not provide 
reliable coverage in the ramp area. It is essential to 
measuring the gate and ramp performance of the 
surface surveillance system as the first step in 
implementing a taxi aid at an airport.

CFAS data includes arrival planning Information as 
well as ARTS approach surveillance data. These would 
both be necessary for more advanced taxi aids that 
manage arrivals as well as departures. 

Other information would be useful In the future to 
refine the departure capacity estimates. Alrcrafttype 
Information (which Is Included in the flight plan) would 
help determine wake vortex spacing requirements on 
take-off.' Although It is possible to automatically 
detect runway configuration changes In near real time 
from either ARTS surveillance data or surface 
surveillance data knowledge of planned configuration 
changes would obviously improve the predictability of 
departure capacity.' Finally, information on current and 
planned departure airspace restrictions would help 
Improve both the capacity estimates and the archived 
data used for modeling constraints on departure 
sequencing and timing. 

The pri ncipal benefit expected from the simple taxi aid 
is a reduction In direct operating costs for aircraft 
operators from reduced taxi-out delay. The aid will 
also reduce environmental pollution and controller 
workload. It will achieve these benefits by helping 
controllers and aircraft operators determine when to use 
gate and ramp holds to avoid overloading departure 
queues at individual runways. At airports with two or 
more departure runways, it will help reduce departure 
delays by balancing the queues to prevent under-
utilization of one runway while overloading another. 
Predicting such unbalances early will help reduce 
expensive delays for aircraft that are not yet committed 
to depart on a particular runway.' However, when 
runways become unbalanced because of procedures that 
rigidly map departure fixes to runways, the solution 
will likely Involve procedural changes to allow an 
aircraft to depart from a runway not normally 
associated with its planned departure fix. 

In addition to avoiding runway saturation and runway 
imbalances, it also helps ground controllers plan taxi 
clearances and assign departure runways in order to 
provide continuous streams of traffic for all departure 
runways. The magnitude of these benefits can be 
determined initially by analysis and then by using 
control Icr-in-the-loop simulations and re-enacting 
demanding departure taxi scenarios. Baseline tests can 
be run on the scenarios to quantify the resulting 
departure delays with and without the help of pushback 
advisories. 

Although the initial functionality will be limited to 
puthback advisories and departure queue length 
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predictions, Its use of surface surveillance and digital 
flight plan data to predict surface movements will be a 
necessary first step in enabling more efficient 
management of surface movements and in supporting 
future functionality. Future efficiency-enhancing 
functionality based on the simple departure aid could: 

• help coordinate arrival and departure planning by 
accurately predicting departure times, 

• estimate taxi-in as well as taxi-out delays for 
Individual aircraft, 

• help provide runway assignment and sequencing 
advisories for arrivals as well as departures, 

• help support procedures that permit an aircraft to 
depart from a runway not normally associated with 
the departure fix designated in its flight plan. 

• help reduce runway crossing delay by reducing taxi 
time variances and excess buffers, 

• help Improve reconfiguration planning, 
• help Increase landing throughput by monitoring 

runway occupancy times, and 
• help reduce dc-Icing delays by monitoring dc-icing 

queues and time violations. 

All of these efficiency enhancements will require the 
runway adaptation, surveillance and flight plan 
processing, surveillance data analysis, capacity 
prediction, and display generation capabilities that are 
required in a the simple taxi-out aid. These capabilities 
will also provide the basis for important surface safety 
functionality. 

The fundamental risk inherent in any activity to develop 
decision support tools is the failure to identify the main 
operational problems and the consequential failure to 
deliver dollar, workload, or environmental benefits at 
the selected site. Data is needed to verify assumptions 
about delay and cost mechanisms at candidate sites. 
The surface surveillance system and FAA delay 
reporting systems must be used along with operational 
logs and consultation with controllers and aircraft 
operators to determine the principal causes of taxi-out 
delay. 

Failure to achieve user acceptance is a fundamental 
risk. The controller interface design and development 
process involves significant research risk. 
Familiarization, training, and display modifications will 
be required, and simulations will be needed with and 
without the pushback advisories and queue distribution 
graphics to determine if they are useful and reduce 
workload for the users.

It will also be necessary to find space for a new display 
in the tower. Experiments with trial interface designs 
must begin as soon as possible in a tower environment. 
The NASA tower cab simulator is ideal for this 
purpose. Adapting the NASA simulator to the chosen 
airport should begin as soon as the test site has been 
chosen. This adaptation is expensive, so there are 
budgetary risks involved in this site decision, flowerer, 
evaluation of generic displays could begin immediately 
with a tower cab simulation of any airport 

Major research risks were noted above in discussing 
functionality and data interfaces. An important risk is 
the performance and accuracy of the key capacity 
tracking and prediction algorithms used to estimate the 
future departure queue length. These estimates will 
rely on processing and tracking routines that 
continuously monitor, record, and analyze operational 
surface surveillance at each airport. Although data 
tracking is performed routinely in Air Traffic control 
surveillance systems, it is not commonly done to 
automatically obtain and update operational 
information needed for decision support automation.3 0 

If it is not possible to predict departure capacity with 
sufficient accuracy solely from recent observations of 
departure queues and takeoff rates, it may be necessary 
to obtain additional sources of data. 

Important programmatic and technical risks involve 
access to, continued availability of, and coverage of the 
surface surveillance data. Surveillance data is key to 
automatically determining the current queuing status for 
each departure runway and automatically predicting 
near-term departure demand. The FAA is developing a 
commercial surface multi lateratlon system intended to 
provide reliable surveillance and identification of all 
aircraft with operating transponders on airport 
movement areas. The data is fused with data from 
surface surveillance radars, with data from the ARTS 
terminal airborne surveillance system, and with flight 
plan data. 

The FAA has initiated development of an operationally 
deployable digital surface surveillance system known as 
ASDE-X. This program is intended to lead to an 
operational capability that includes multilateration in 
conjunction with a low-cost primary radar operating at 
X-band. 

A minor regulatory change is needed to obtain reliable 
surveillance and identification coverage for all aircraft 
In the ramp and movement a. 'as. Transponder 
multilateration, which is the key to low-cost, clutter-
free surveillance on the surface, depends on 
transmissions from aircraft transponders. Official FAA 
procedures must change at airports with multilareration 
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systems to mandate that aircraft on the airport ramp and 
movement areas leave their transponders operating at 
all times rather than turn them off as currently required. 
Because there appears to be no technical or interference 
problem from continuous operation of transponders on 
the surface of major airports there is no technical or 
operational impediment preventing this regulatory 
change.ss 

There Is a small technical risk that surface surveillance 
may not provide reliable coverage in ramp and gate 
areas because of blockage of transponder transmissions 
by airport structures or by the airframes of other 
aircraft. Recent tests at DFW addressed the coverage 
issue.21 The gate coverage appeared good based on 
limited operation within the ramp and gate areas. 
Muidlateration coverage can always be improved by 
the addition of additional ground sensors. In addition, a 
few aircraft will not be visible because they have been 
Intentionally wired to reduce controller workload by 
automatically switching off their transponders when 
they are on the ground. One of the early research 
activities in any program to develop surveillance-based 
taxi aids must be a complete characterization of the 
coverage issue. 
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LIST OF ACRONYMS 

ACM Airport Configuration Manager 
ARTCC Air Route Traffic Control Center 
ASR-9 Airport Surveillance Radar 
ATC Air Traffic Control 

CONUS Continental United States 
CTAS CenterJTRACON Automation System 

DFW Dallas/Ft. Worth International Airport 

ETA Estimated Time of Arrival 

FAA Federal Aviation Administration 
FAST Final Approach Spacing Tool 
FPODEV Forecasted Probability of Deviation 

GUI Graphical User Interface 

ITWS Integrated Terminal Weather System 

MIT/LL Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory 

NEXRAD Next Generation Weather Radar 

OTWD Offline Traffic and Weather Display 

P31 Pre-Planned Product Improvement 
PGUI Planview Display Graphical User Interface 
PODEV Probability of Deviation 

RUC Rapid Update Cycle 

TCWF Terminal Convective Weather Forecast 
TDWR Terminal Doppler Weather Radar 
TMC Traffic Management Coordinator 
TRACON Terminal Radar Approach Control

VIP	 Video Integrator and Processor 
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